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Angiography is a medical imaging technique to visualize blood vessels. Many 
medical applications need efficient visualization of the vascular angiographic data 
with topological information to make diagnosis and quantitative analysis of the 
vasculature. The transition from the volumetric raw data to a representation with 
topological information which can afford efficient visualization is not trivial. It is 
especially difficult for cerebral vasculatures which are complicated, tortuous and 
contain a large number of small vessels. Vascular models generated from the 
centerline and radius information can provide the tree structure and smooth 
visualization which suits for these applications. There are generally three strategies 
to obtain a centerline model: skeletonization strategy, scale space strategy and 
tracking strategy. From the analysis, none of the strategy is a clear winner under all 
conditions; rather, each is potentially useful for some set of applications and 
implementation constraints. 
This dissertation describes a hybrid strategy which integrated with both 
skeletonization and scale space strategies. The hybrid strategy by combining the 
advantages of the above two strategies includes 3 steps. Firstly, the binary data is 
segmented from three dimensional (3D) time of flight (TOF) magnetic resonance 







generate a circular centerline model. A tree structure and 3D data set with vessel 
voxels labeled with its branch number is also produced. Finally, an elliptical 
measurement procedure based on affine scale space approach is performed in the 
original angiographic data for each cross section of the previous circular centerline 
model. An elliptical centerline model is generated after this procedure. The 
automation and robustness of this strategy is realized by taking the circular 
centerline model generated in the second step as initial information for the third step. 
The accuracy of the final elliptical model is achieved with affine scale space 
measurement – measuring the size according to its shape.  Therefore, it offers more 
robustness on going over bifurcations than pure scale space strategy and more 
accurate measurement than pure skeletonization strategy. To demonstrate the 
advantages of the hybrid strategy, it is also important to show how the image 
processing techniques can be implemented in each step. 
The main issues of segmentation, centerline extraction and scale space measurement 
are explored thoroughly in this dissertation. A novel locally adaptive thresholding 
segmentation method is proposed in the first step which offers the superiority in 
accuracy and extraction of finer distal vessels. In the second step, the proposed 
method by means of wave propagation of the marching spheres can extract the 
1-voxel width branches and provide robust bifurcation detection. In the third step, 
the medialness based on affine Gaussian scale space is extended from the medialness 







efficiently detected by iteratively computing it from the second derivative at the 
center of the vessel cross section. 
Our research shows that hybrid strategy is viable and competitive. Its strengths make 
it a better choice to facilitate automation, provide robust bifurcation detection and 
generate an elliptical centerline model as a more general and accurate description of 
vessels. While this dissertation clears the way for the hybrid strategy implementation 
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Chapter 1                  
Introduction 
Angiography is a medical imaging technique to visualize blood vessels [1]. 
Angiographic imaging techniques such as computed tomography angiography (CTA) 
[1], magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) [2], and three-dimensional (3D) 
Rotational Angiography (RA) [3] provide the physicians with volumetric data of 
unprecedented resolution and signal to noise ratio. However, apprehension of 
vasculature from individual slices that constitute the large volumetric data is a 
tedious task. Efficient visualization of the vascular angiographic data has proven 
clinically useful in several fields [1]. Some of the fields are such as 1) diagnosis of 
cerebral vascular diseases [4] ; 2) monitoring the disease progress [5]; 3) quantitative 
analysis of vascular structures [6]; 4) understanding anatomical structures with 
respect to the vasculature [7]; 5) interventional procedures planning and the minimal 
invasive surgery planning and treatment [8-12].  







Figure 1-1. Firstly, the vascular angiographic data is acquired under some imaging 
protocols. Then vascular image processing techniques are applied to obtain a proper 
representation of vasculature. Finally, it is visualized in some visualization 
environment. The transition from the volumetric raw data to a representation which 
can afford efficient visualization is not trivial [13]. It is especially difficult for 
cerebral vasculatures which are complicated, tortuous and contain a large number of 
small vessels. This dissertation focuses on developing some angiographic image 
processing techniques (the shaded block in Figure 1-1) to generate a representation of 
cerebral vasculature for efficient visualization in medical applications. 
 







1.1   Human Cerebral Vasculature 
The brain receives blood from two pairs of large vessels [14]: the internal carotid 
arteries, which arise from arteries in the neck, and the vertebral arteries, which arise 
from arteries in the chest. Two carotids cerebral circulations consist of connected 
sets of vessels that supply the front and top of the head. The vertebral arterial 
circulation supplies the rest of the brain such as brainstem, cerebellum, the occipital, 
lobe of the cerebrum, and parts of the thalamus. At the base of the brain, the carotid 
and vertebral arteries form a circle referred to as the circle of Willis through three 
communicating arteries. It is an important anatomy of the cerebral vasculature. If 
one of the main arteries (carotids or vertebral) is occluded, the brain can still 
function normally, since the distal smaller arteries, supplied by the occluded arteries 
can still receive blood from the other two circulations.  
 







1.2  Magnetic Resonance Angiography 
Main imaging modalities, which perform volumetric angiography, include: CTA, 
MRA and 3D RA. CTA uses x-rays to visualize blood flow in arterial and venous 
vessels throughout the body. MRA is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study of 
the blood vessels without x-rays [2]. 3D RA is a new imaging function which 
provides volume rendered three-dimensional images from rotational angiography 
runs. 3D RA presents itself as a promising technique due to high-resolution 
volumetric data and is not intrinsically sensitive to motion and particularly to blood 
velocity. Compared to CTA and 3D RA which use x-rays, MRA is totally 
non-radiation and non-invasive [1]. MRA provides detailed images of blood vessel 
without using any contrast material, although today a special form of contrast is 
usually given to enhance the clarity of MRA images. This procedure is painless, and 
the magnetic field is not known to cause any tissue damage [2]. 
MRA utilizes MRI technology to detect, diagnose and aid the treatment of vascular 
disease.  MRI is based on the magnetic resonance phenomena and uses a magnet 
and radio signals to generate multi-modal images [1]. Conventional MRI studies 
exploit the concentration of water protons (i.e., proton density PD) and two 
relaxation times, T1 (spin-lattice relaxation rate) and T2 (spin-spin relaxation rate) 
[1]. Three types of MRA techniques are usually used to examine vessels: 
Time-of-flight (TOF) MRA, Phase-Contrast (PC) MRA, and Contrast-Enhanced (CE) 







the in-flow effect. In MR techniques, the signal from spins is weaker if it is exposed 
to more number of excitation pulses, and vice versa. In time-of-flight imaging, the 
flowing spins (blood flow) are subjected to fewer number of excitation pluses 
compared to the surrounding static tissues. The blood flow thus has a stronger signal 
hence, is brighter than the surrounding tissues. It is necessary to note that TOF 
technique provides blood flow information instead of true vessel lumen images. 
Thus, TOF images indicate the flow patterns rather than the vessel shape. TOF 
methods can be implemented using two-dimensional (2D) or three dimensional (3D) 
acquisitions within a single slab or multiple slabs [15]. 
1.3  Vascular Image Processing Techniques 
Medical image processing techniques involved in generating a representation of 
vasculature from angiographic image for efficient visualization include angiographic 
image enhancement, segmentation of vasculature and skeletonization [1].  
The aim of vascular image enhancement is to suppress noise, while enhancing the 
vessels [1]. Then, the enhanced images are processed by the segmentation procedure. 
Segmentation is an essential step to distinguish the vessels from the background [13]. 
After segmentation, the vessels are usually represented with connected voxels in a 
binary data set or vessel surfaces. Skeletonization procedure generates a skeleton (or 
centerline) of vasculature from the binary data as concise representation of the 







of all maximal spheres inscribed in the object, thus touching its boundary at least at 2 
points [1].  
The major difficulties in processing the cerebral vascular angiographic data can be 
listed as the following [17]: 1) Vessel size varies in a large range. There are a huge 
number of small distal vessels in the cerebral vasculature. 2) Vessel shape is 
complicated and various. The vessels are curved, tortuous and sometimes overlap 
with each other. 3) Partial volume effect exists when a voxel has as a combination of 
vessel and background intensities. It makes defining of the boundary extremely 
difficult for one voxel width vessels. 4) Dynamic range of intensities varies from 
vessel to vessel and from slice to slice. Some other organs in the brain may fall in the 
same intensity range of vessels. 5) Noise is introduced during the MRA acquisition 
procedure. 
1.4  Representation of the Vasculature 
There are generally three ways to represent the vascular angiography data of 
vasculature for visualization: maximum intensity projection (MIP), 3D volume 
model, and geometric model [18]. 
MIP is a computer visualization technique for 3D data that projects on to the 
visualization plane, the voxels with maximum intensity that fall in the path of 







is simple and computationally fast since it is without the need of pre-processing and 
post-processing. However, the 2D results do not provide relationship of vessels. To 
provide the connection information of vessels in 3D, several MIP frames from some 
continuously changing viewpoints are usually rendered into animations, thus 
creating the illusion of rotation. 
3D volume model represents the vasculature with volume data. The vasculature 
firstly needs to be segmented from the angiography data [16]. Then it may be viewed 
by directly rendering the volume as a block of data or by rendering the isosurface 
extracted from the volume with a fixed threshold determining the locations of the 
surface. Volume rendering is a technique to display a 2D projection of a 3D 
discretely sampled data set. It is computationally intensive. Surface rendering is a 
technique that representing object with surfaces of equal values. It requires a 
procedure, called iso-surfacing such as the Marching Cubes [19], to extract 
iso-surfaces from a volume dataset. However, it requires a very high quality scan and 
excellent vessel segmentation techniques to show clean edges.  
Geometric model represents the vessels with geometric primitives--surfaces. Vessel 
surfaces can be generated with deformable models [20] from the angiographic 
images or computed from the centerline models [21] of the vasculature. Deformable 
model [22-25] is a model which represents the vasculature with surfaces which 
deform according to the image and smoothing constraints. The image (known also as 







while the smoothing constraints (known also as “external forces”) resist bending the 
surface sharply and maintain the smoothness of the surfaces. Energy minimization is 
used to get the dynamic equilibrium of the deformation. Deformable models can 
generate smoothing surfaces directly from angiographic images. Usually the vascular 
models built in this way do not provide topological information. Centerline model is 
a model which represents the vasculature with its center points and the 
corresponding radius information. It requires a geometric modelling procedure to 
generate smoothing surfaces for visualization by means of NURBs [26], Splines [27, 
28], hole-filling approaches [29-34], subdivisions [35-42] or convolution surfaces 
[43]. The vascular models computed from centerlines provide the topology 
information by means of a tree structure. 
All the above representations can provide 3D sense of the vasculature for medical 
application. However, 3D sense only is not sufficient. In some cases, topological 
information is needed to make diagnosis and quantitative analysis of the vasculature. 
For example, in the liver segment approximation [7] and tumor surgical planning [44, 
45], the topology information is needed to analyze the feeding of vessels into the 
lesions of interest. The vascular tree serves as a useful tool for monitoring the 
disease progress [5, 6]. In the interventional procedure planning or minimal invasive 
surgical planning [8-12], it is necessary to know about the vessel connection 
information for finding the path of the device from the insertion point to the lesion. 







topological information. Therefore, generating a centerline model with geometrical 
and topological information (tree structure) to satisfy the above needs is the 
motivation of this dissertation.  
1.5  Problems Statement and Contributions 
There are generally three strategies to obtain a centerline model: skeletonization 
strategy [16], scale space strategy [21] and tracking strategy [46]. Skeletonization 
strategy extracts skeleton models from the segmented binary data. A skeleton may 
not always be a centerline, but from it a centerline model could be derived. Scale 
space strategy generates multiscale extrema by either applying multiscale 
enhancement filters on the angiographic Gray-scale image [47] or extracting the 
centerlines by traversal along the intensity ridge of the vessels. Then in the following 
steps, these extrema are connected and converted into a centerline model. Tracking 
strategy [46] which generates the centerlines directly from the Gray-scale image 
without requiring segmentation or enhancement is an interactive procedure under 
clinicians’ supervision. 
The existing strategies have their limitations in extracting an accurate centerline 
model of the cerebral vasculature. Skeletonization methods based on the segmented 
data are generally computationally efficient and demand few or no interactions. 
However, the accuracy of the obtained models is limited by the segmentation 







break through this limitation. Principally, these methods can process vessels with 
varying width and measure with subvoxel accuracy [21]. The vessel cross sections 
are assumed to be circular in these methods. However, it is not always true, for 
example, bifurcation regions. For these methods, stably going over bifurcations are 
not always guaranteed [21]. Another limitation is that there may be some 
interference from the adjacent vessels [48, 49]. When building a cerebral vascular 
model, this is inevitable if convolution is involved since a lot of vessels are very 
close to each other. Tracking methods can provide stable results, but it is not fully 
automatic. It usually needs some human interaction such as selecting the seeds for 
vessels or for each vessel [46]. Besides the discussed limitations, most of methods 
using the above strategies assume the vessels have circular cross sections.  
The goal of this dissertation is to design a hybrid strategy to facilitate automation, 
and robust bifurcation detection and generate an elliptical centerline model as a 
more general and accurate description of vessels.  
“Hybrid” means that the strategy in this dissertation uses both the segmentation and 
centerline extraction procedures in the skeletonization strategy and the scale space 
measurement procedure in the scale space strategy. “Automation” here means that in 
each procedure there is no need for human interaction to guide the procedure. 
“Robust Bifurcation Detection” here means that the algorithm can successfully detect 
the bifurcations and can direct the procedure to continute after bifurcation detection. 







approximated as ellipse. In this dissertation, the traditional centerline model which 
approximates the vessel with circular cross sections is called “Circular Centerline 
Model” to differentiate it from our model. Using “Elliptical Centerline Model” to 
represent the tubular structure such as vessels is not new. The contribution of this 
dissertation is to generate it with a new strategy. 
In order to achieve this goal, a novel 3-step hybrid strategy is proposed: 
 Firstly, the binary data of the cerebral vasculature is automatically segmented 
from 3D time of flight (TOF) magnetic resonance angiogram (MRA) data.  
 Then from the binary data, a centerline extraction procedure automatically 
generates a circular centerline model, a tree structure and a 3D data set with 
each vessel voxel labeled with its branch number.  
 Finally, an elliptical measurement procedure is performed on the 3D TOF MRA 
data with guidance from the circular centerline model. The result of this step is 
an elliptical centerline model. 
The contributions of this dissertation are highlighted as below.  
1.5.1  A Hybrid strategy 
The hybrid strategy is designed as integration of the skeletonization strategy and the 







skeletonization strategy is used to generate a circular centerline model with a tree 
structure and some initial geometric information for further accurate measurement. 
Then, the hybrid strategy goes back to the Gray-scale image to measure the cross 
section with scale space method under the guidance of previous circular centerline 
model. 
It takes advantage of the tree structure produced by the skeletonization approach, so 
that the elliptical measurement procedure in the third step could stably go over 
bifurcation and go through the whole vasculature without any manual intervention or 
supervision. Moreover, the labeled branches are used for effectively rejecting the 
interference from adjacent vessels when carrying out convolution. On the other hand, 
it also benefits from the scale space measurement in that the measurement is made 
according to the scale of the object and bears sub-voxel accuracy. Therefore, the 
elliptical centerline model generated in the third step is a more accurate and general 
description than the circular centerline model.  
1.5.2  Locally Adaptive Thresholding 
Segmentation is an essential step to in analyzing the vasculature. In the first step, a 
new segmentation method is developed based on locally adaptive thresholding 
algorithm [50]. Compared to other local thresholding techniques, the proposed 
method has the following features. 1) Inhomogeneity among different vessels is 







rather than a local volume to overcome the intensity inhomogeneity among slices. 3) 
Local enhancement is used to adaptively stretch the dynamic range of local 
intensities enabling better discrimination of vessel boundary. 4) Full-Width 
Half-Maximum (FWHM) vessel boundary criteria [51] associated with imaging 
protocol (TOF) is considered. Thus, the proposed thresholding technique bears 
superiority in accuracy as well as in extraction of finer distal vessels to the Wilson 
and Noble’s (W-N) method [52]. 
1.5.3  Centerline Extraction 
A new centerline extraction technique [53] is developed based on the wave 
propagation [54, 55] of the local inscribed sphere [56] to generate a circular 
centerline model of the cerebral vasculature from the binary data. A piece-wise curve 
centerline is generated closer to the center of objects than the previous 
voxel-connected skeletons. It can extract and represent the centerline of 1-voxel 
width branches which can not be processed by most of the previous skeletonization 
methods. Circles inside the binary data which are not addressed in most of the 
previous skeletonization methods are detected and represented in the acyclic tree 
structure with the joining nodes marked. Adaptive length threshold is used to prune 
away noisy branches rather than using a fixed length threshold. This method can go 
over the detected bifurcation stably. It can closely detect the rapid change of the 
vessel size while robust to branching angles, curvature and tortuosity. It also deals 







bays (i.e. disturbance without a topological meaning) and holes (i.e. “0” voxels 
forming a tunnel such as a doughnut has) addressed in [57].  
1.5.4  Elliptical Measurement Based on Affine Scale Space 
A new format of medialness [58] based on the affine Gaussian scale space [59, 60, 
61] is extended from the medialness [62, 63, 64] based on the linear Gaussian scale 
space [65, 66, 67, 68] to measure the vessel with an elliptical model. Local shape 
descriptor is needed to define an affine Gaussian scale space representation of the 
image. A new method in this dissertation is developed to detect the local shape 
descriptor which is much more efficient than the previous methods. Local shape is 
detected by iteratively computing it from the second derivative at the center of the 
vessel cross section. Thus, the size of the vessel can be more accurately measured 
according to its shape than using the linear medialness. The convergence of the 
iterative procedure is proven in this dissertation. The superiority of the elliptical 
model generated from the angiographic images to the circular model generated from 
binary data is demonstrated.  
1.6  Scope of Dissertation 
The dissertation begins with a literature review of the geometric models of 
vasculature in Chapter 2. It categorizes the related works in two groups based on 
deformable models and the centerline models. In each group, the fundamental 







The main body of the dissertation consists of three sections corresponding to three 
chapters. Chapter 3 tackles the critical step, namely, the segmentation of cerebral 
vasculature from TOF MRA data into a 3D binary data set. In this chapter, a novel 
local adaptive thresholding algorithm is introduced. This segmentation method has 
been applied to TOF MRA data sets of 1 volunteer and 21 patients. Results are 
presented in this chapter with detailed discussions.  
In Chapter 4, the centerline extraction incorporating the ideas of marching sphere 
and wave propagation is described. It produces a circular centerline model, a tree 
structure and a 3D data set with each vessel voxels labeled with its branch number. 
Results of applications to 3D binary data sets of 1 cerebral vascular phantom, 1 
volunteer and 17 patient are presented and discussed in this section. 
Chapter 5 pertains to measurement of vessels using medialness based on affine scale 
space approach in 3D TOF MRA data. In this chapter, a shape adaptation method is 
introduced to detect the shape of vessel normal cross sections. The medialness 
defined in linear scale space is extended into affine scale space to approximate the 
vessel cross sections with ellipses. This chapter results in an elliptical centerline 
model. 
Finally, in Chapter 6, the dissertation ends with summary of previous work, 








Chapter 2                     
Geometric Modelling of Vasculature 
2.1  Overview 
Though maximum intensity projections (MIPs) and volume vascular models can 
provide 3D sense of the vasculature, geometric vascular models are more popular 
and important in terms of faster visualization, smoothness of models, flexible 
manipulation and extend of applications. Geometric models play important roles in 
diagnosis of vasculature diseases, monitoring, surgery planning, blood flow 
simulation and interventional radiology (IR) procedure simulation and planning. 
Geometric models generated by means of the deformable surfaces can provide 
detailed and accurate information of the vessel shapes and thus is usually used in 
quantitative measurement of lesions such as aneurysm size and grading of stenosis. 
However, these kinds of models usually lack topological information necessary for 







vessel density. Those generated from the centerline and radius information can 
provide the tree structure and geometrical information which suits these applications. 
Therefore, a lot of research has been carried out in generating centerline models 
from volumetric angiographic images.   
There are mainly three strategies to obtain a 3D centerline model: skeletonization 
strategy, scale space strategy, and tracking strategy. Skeletonization strategy requires 
the binary data as input. It needs to perform image enhancement and segmentation 
first on the angiographic data. Scale space strategy measures the central axis by 
considering its “scale” (size). It is based on the phenomena that the measurement 
function has the maximal response at the central axis under a scale which is 
proportional to the vessel size. Tracking strategy is a procedure which interactively 
extracts the central axis in the 3D angiographic data with the guidance of clinicians. 
It is robust in determination of a vessel center even where the image evidence of a 
vessel is unclear.  
Geometric modelling is a necessary step to generate surface from centerline and 
radius information. The methods used include NURBs [26], Splines [27, 28], 
hole-filling approaches [29-34], subdivisions [35-42] or convolution surfaces [43]. 
In this Chapter, the state of the art methods of geometric modelling of the 
vasculature is reviewed. The deformable models are introduced in Section 2.2. Three 







Section 2.4 and Section 2.5. Geometric modelling based on the centerline models is 
briefed in Section 2.6. In Section 2.7, the limitations of previous strategies are 
summarized and our solution is proposed.  
2.2  Deformable Models 
Starting from the pioneering work of Terzopoulos et al [69, 70] in 1987, deformable 
models have achieved great success in the areas of medical image analysis as a 
powerful tool to combine the a-priory knowledge of anatomical structures with 
automatic image analysis techniques [20]. Deformable models include active 
contours (also known as “snakes”) [69] and deformable surfaces (also known as 
“balloons”) [71-74]. Though, active contours have proven to be successful in 
boundary integration and boundary extraction [75, 76] in the aspects of efficiency 
and automation, their 2D formulation limits their applications to the 3D structures. 
Deformable surfaces [77-82] have proven to be faster and effective in extracting 
object surfaces from 3D images requiring lesser interaction. Deformable models 
differ in the following aspects: 1) the underlying geometry of the surfaces such as 
triangular and quadrilateral meshes, subdivision surfaces, finite element meshes, 
B-Splines, NURBs etc; 2) the definition of energy functions; 3) the discretization of 
the problem; 4) the optimization strategy. Based on the representation of surface, 
deformable models can be divided as explicit models and implicit models. Explicit 
models such as those proposed by Metaxas et al [83] and Miller et al [72] usually 







fronts proposed by Malladi et al [84] and Caselles et al [85] could deal with topology 
changes. Later, topologically adaptive explicit models are also developed by 
McInerney and Terzopoulos in the form of topologically adaptive snake [86] and 
topologically adaptive surface [22] and by Lachaud et al [82] with discrete triangle 
model.  
Deformable models have also been developed by other researches. Frangi et al [4] 
used B-spline for vessel central axis and tensor product B-Spline for vessel walls. 
Yim et al [87] developed a tubular deformable model for vessel surface 
reconstruction from 3D angiographic data. Feng et al [88] applied a two-stage 
deformation procedure to generate models of tubular structure with elliptical cross 
sections. In this method, a medial axis deformation was done first followed by a 
tubular surface deformation. Langs et al [25] proposed an explosive deformable 
model which can generate a tree structure by detecting the bifurcation based on the 
local surface curvatures. 
Geometric model generated from deformable models provides smooth visualization 
and an accurate representation of the vessel shape, thus they are usually used in the 
quantitative measurement of vascular lesions for example aneurysm size and grade 
of the stenosis. These vascular models (except Langs’s) usually lack topological 
information required in some other medical applications such as surgical, IR 







2.3  Skeletonization Strategy 
The vascular image processing techniques involved in this strategy include: 
angiographic image enhancement, vessel segmentation and skeletonization.  
2.3.1  Angiographic Image Enhancement 
The aim of medical image enhancement is to suppress noise while enhancing the 
important structures, which are of interest. Enhancement is an important step in 
vascular segmentation. Sometimes it is performed as a separate step before 
segmentation. Sometimes it is mixed in the segmentation procedure. Several 
methods have been published for angiographic image enhancement such as gray 
level transformations, multi-image operations, linear and nonlinear filters, spatial 
operations and multiscale image enhancement methods.  
A linear anisotropic filter has been developed by Gerig et al [89]. Enhancement 
filters based on diffusion from affine heat equation have been reported by Alvarez et 
al [90] and Sapiro and Tannenbaum [91]. Applications have demonstrated that their 
methods can yield more numerically stable results. Chen and Hale [92] described a 
method to reduce noise and enhance small vessels in 3D MRA using directed 
low-pass filters. Sun et al [93] also used directional filtering of digital coronary 
arteriograms for the quantification of percent diameter stenosis. Sato et al [94] 
presented a 3D filtering technique for curvilinear structures using a combination of 







real-time enhancement and detection of blood vessels in medical images. The 
algorithm is based on a set of linear filters sensitive to vessels of different orientation 
and thickness. Such filters are obtained as linear combinations of properly shifted 
Gaussian kernels. Westin et al [96] developed a novel method based on the theory of 
multidimensional adaptive filtering to enhance 3D image data from MRA. Meijering 
et al [97] evaluated a number of linear and nonlinear diffusion techniques on 3D 
Rotational Angiography data for obtaining high-resolution isotropic 3D images of 
vasculature, and found that edge-enhancing anisotropic diffusion filtering is most 
suitable with a relatively high noise level and the presence of other background 
structures in clinical 3D RA. 
Du et al [98] showed the powerful ability of a nonlinear second differential spatial 
filtering technique, which has a higher contrast-to-noise ratio than Laplacian filtering 
techniques reducing noise without blurring lines and edges. Morphological 
connected set filters for extraction of filamentous details from medical images are 
developed in Wilkinson and Westenberg [99]. These filters are shape preserving and 
do not amplify noise. They compared multi-scale filtering with single-step shape 
filtering using connected set (or attribute) thinning and found the latter technique to 
be faster and more powerful for small details. 
Perona and Malik [100] developed a multiscale smoothing and edge detection 
method mathematically formulated as an anisotropic diffusion process that 







Hajj et al in [101] for edge detection and enhancement of medical images. The 
method is based on multiscale analysis using filter banks, and it is adaptive to a large 
number of features. Krissian et al [47] reported a multiscale approach using discrete 
scales to extract a local extrema image. Frangi et al [4] presented a multiscale 
filtering of vessels using combination of the eigenvalues of Hessian matrix, which 
was originally introduced by Koller et al [102] and further developed by Lorenz et al 
[103] and Sato et al [94]. Suri et al [17] extended Fangi’s method by computing 
Hessian in an ellipsoidal scale space framework for prefiltering the white blood and 
black blood angiographic volumes. In [104], Chapman and Parker presented a 3D 
multi-scale vessel enhancement filtering based on curvature measurements and 
compared it with the Hessian matrix based filter proposed by Frangi et al [4]. 
2.3.2  Vessel Segmentation 
Image segmentation is a process in which regions or features sharing similar 
characteristics are identified and seperated from the background. The goal of vessel 
segmentation is to segment the vessels from the angiographic data. The output of 
vessel segmentation can be connected voxels in 3D binary data. Often multiple 
modalities (CTA, MRA, 3D-RA) can be used for acquisition of the vascular images. 
Different imaging modalities generate images with different characteristics. Thus it 
may be difficult to come up with a general segmentation method that can be applied 
to all cases. The data sets used in this dissertation are TOF MRA data in which the 







have been made to segment the vasculature from TOF MRA data. The 
state-of-the-art vessel segmentation methods could be grouped in five categories as: 
1) Level sets; 2) Region growing; 3) Statistical approach and; 4) Fuzzy logic; 5) 
Others.  
Level sets 
Level sets are numerical techniques introduced by Osher and Sethian [105] to 
provide an implicit description of boundary through evolving geometries. Level sets 
are now used as standard and stable approaches for solving partial differential 
equations involved in some areas such as moving interfaces, fluid mechanics, 
computer animation, robotic navigation and image processing. Though considered as 
deformable models, level sets are different from “snakes” reviewed in Section 2.2. 
Level sets are implicit deformable models while “snakes” are explicit. “Snakes” 
store the nodal positions and connections, while in level sets neither positions nor 
connections are maintained. Thus, the results of levels sets are segmented volume 
data representing the object while the “snakes” provide surfaces. As an implicit 
method, Level sets can handle the topology changes easily compared to classic 
“snakes”.  
Geodesic active contour model is a kind of “snakes” that utilizas level set method to 
deal with the topology changes. Lorigo et al [106] used this method in bone 







[107-109]. Loncaric et al [110] used it to segment abdominal aorta from CT images. 
Wang et al [111, 112] incorporated thresholding with level sets to generate models 
for blood flow simulation and surgical planning. Their comparison showed that level 
sets have better topological adaptability than “snakes” and “balloons”. Magee et al 
[113] combined level sets with 3D deformable models based on triangulated mesh 
for segmentation of abdominal aorta. Nain et al [114] developed a shape driven flow 
method for MRA segmentation by combining image statistics and shape information 
with a region-based geometric deformable model. Chen and Amini [115] proposed a 
hybrid method using both parametric and geometric deformable models for 
segmentation of an entire vasculature. Yan and Kassim [116] integrated capillary 
action with the level sets. Thus the capillary active contour was developed to deal 
with the accurate extraction of small vessels. 
Region growing 
Region growing starts from some seed points and segments the vessels by gradually 
adding a voxel to a region based on some defined criteria. Two important criteria 
used are value similarities and spatial proximity [117, 118]. Voxels are considered to 
belong to the same object if they are close to each and have similar intensity values.  
Passat et al [119, 120] developed an atlas based region growing segmentation of 
brain vessel from PC MRA. The results of the proposed method showed that 







segmentation efficiency. For segmentation of specific regions in [121], other kinds of 
anatomical information, such as vessel orientation and position relative to 
nonvascular structures, have also been used. Sekiguchi et al [122] introduced a 
branch based region growing segmentation of blood vessels from head MRA. In this 
method, growing process was performed on one branch at a time and the growing 
condition was adapted according to characteristics of its surrounding intensity 
properties. This method took ten times longer than conventional region-growing 
method since most of the time was consumed for branch detection. Yim et al [123] 
extract the vessel tree structure from MRA images using a Gray-scale skeletonization 
method based on seeded region growing algorithm. The distinct feature of this 
algorithm is that the path defined in the graph is stable and less dependent on the 
seed location. The ordered region growing can deal with the ambiguities in 
branching due to vessel overlap by incorporating a priori knowledge of the 
bifurcation spacing. Schmitt et al [124] combined thresholding with a region 
growing technique to segment vascular tree from 3D RA image volumes. In their 
method, the optimal threshold was determined experimentally. O’Brien and Ezquerra 
[125] segment the coronary vessels in angiograms based on temporal, spatial, and 
structural constraints. The segmentation starts from a low-pass filtering, then the 
region growing process is applied with a user-supplied seed to extract the initial 
approximation of the vessels which serves as a basis for other advanced processes. 
Higgins et al [126] and Donizelli [127] also used region growing as part of their 







The main disadvantage of region growing methods is that it often requires manual 
selection of seeds. Another limitation of region growing is that a difference in 
growing order leads to a different boundary. Sometimes, this may generate holes 
inside the object or make the growing stop improperly in the worst cases. Large 
variations of the vessel intensity and noise may cause over segmentation.  
Statistical approach  
Statistical analysis methods can extract vascular structures by using different 
statistical distributions to model both flowing blood and background. Usually, an 
expectation-maximization (EM) [128] algorithm is adopted to classify each voxel of 
the processed data. 
Wilson and Noble (W-N) introduced an adaptive thresholding based on statistical 
approach in [52]. In this method, the histogram of image intensity of TOF MRA was 
approximated as a combination of two Gaussian distributions and one uniform 
distribution. Hierarchical segmentation was performed for best estimation of artery 
threshold for local volume. The lowest intensity class is approximated with a 
Gaussian distribution and consists of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), bone and the 
background. The middle intensity class is also represented as a Gaussian distribution 
and corresponds to brain tissue such as gray matter (GW), white matter (WM) and 
part of the eyes. The highest intensity class is represented with a uniform distribution 







mixture to model the background signal distribution and a uniform distribution for 
blood signals in PC MRA data. In [130], Hassouna et al presented a cerebrovascular 
segmentation based on stochastic models. In this method, the low level process of 
the background was modeled by a mixture of one Rayleigh and two normal 
distributions, while the blood vessels were modeled by one normal distribution. Very 
recently, El-Baz et al [131] reported a new adaptive probabilistic model of vessel 
signals for segmentation of vessels from MRA data. The model considered both 
laminar and turbulent blood flow. A probability model of vascular signals is 
introduced in this method. An adaptive model of multi-model MRA is developed. 
The method based on these models can extract a 3D cerebrovascular system fast 
from MRA data.  
The approaches in this family all rely on EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of 
their models. However, sometimes the EM algorithm is sensitive to the initial values. 
Therefore, the algorithms may not be stable without a careful selection of initial 
values based on the specific application or data characteristic. 
Fuzzy logic 
Instead of using a hard decision, the fuzzy logic approaches use fuzzy degree to 
process the data. Two significant approaches in this family are fuzzy information 
granulation [132] and fuzzy connectedness [133, 134].  







from TOF MRA. The proposed method consisted of volume quantization and fuzzy 
merging. Volume quantization was to gather similar neighboring voxels. During 
fuzzy merging, pre-defined fuzzy models representing anatomical knowledge was 
used for the generated quanta to be selectively merged. Udupa   et al [133, 134] 
introduced the concept of fuzzy connectedness. The fuzzy connectivity and object 
notions have significant implications in image segmentation. Fuzzy connectedness 
affords an alternative notion to describe an object as “fuzzy connected components”. 
The strength of the connectedness describes the degree of the adjacency of the grid 
points as well as the similarities of their intensity values. In defining a fuzzy object, 
the strength of connectedness among all possible pairs of the grid points needs to be 
counted.  
Others 
In [135], Chapman et al showed a method for segmentation of intracranial vessel 
from time-of-flight (TOF) MRA using pre-processing of the Maximum Intensity 
Projection (MIP) Z-buffer to generate a list of 3D seed points for further 3D region 
growing segmentation procedure. Weak dependence on the parameters of the initial 
MIP image generation demonstrated the robustness of this method. Region growing 
based on Z-buffer generated seeds was superior to simple thresholding. Their current 








The above reviewed segmentation methods generate binary data sets. However, these 
methods did not consider the intensity inhomogeneity among different vessels and of 
a vessel in different slices. 
2.3.3  Skeletonization 
Skeleton is a powerful way to represent a 3D object. The notion skeleton was 
introduced by H. Blum as a result of the Medial Axis Transform (MAT)[136]. 
Another definition of skeleton is the locus of the centers of all maximal inscribed 
hyper-spheres (i.e., discs in 2D and sphere in 3D, respectively) [56]. An inscribed 
hyper-sphere is maximal if it is not covered by any other inscribed hyper-sphere [56]. 
Skeleton has properties such as: connectivity, centeredness, indicating size and 
representing the topology of the structure. Skeleton is different from centerline, but it 
has the potential to get the centerline and radius. There are mainly five groups of 
skeletonization methods which have the potential to get a centerline model of a 
tubular object [16]: boundary based approach, thinning algorithm, ridge detection 
based on the distance transformation, grassfire simulation and voxel coding. 
Boundary Based Approaches 
Boundary based approaches are based on Voronoi-diagram [137]. The 
Voronoi-diagram of a discrete set of points, called generating points, is the partition 
of the given space into polygons so that each polygon contains exactly one 







to this generating point than to other generating points. If a set of discrete boundary 
points of an object is set as generating points, then the resulting Voronoi-diagram is 
called Discrete Voronoi Medial Axis. Based on the Voronoi Medial Axis, a skeleton 
can be extracted by pruning away undesirable Voronoi polygon edges [138]. This 
approach keeps both the topological and geometrical information (centeredness and 
size) of the original object. However, it is computationally expensive for cerebral 
vasculature which needs too many polygons to approximate the huge number of 
small vessels.  
Thinning Algorithm 
Thinning algorithms rely on the topology properties of an object instead of its 
geometry. Thinning algorithms iteratively detect and delete the simple points. A 
simple point may be defined as a point whose removal does not change the topology 
of the underlying shape [139]. Different definitions of simple point lead to different 
skeletons which are summarized by Lee et al in [140]. Bertrand proposed a parallel 
thinning algorithm in [141]. Nystrom [142] developed a two phase thinning 
algorithm to extract the skeleton from angiographic images, but the result is rotation 
dependent and sensitive to noise. Pal´agyi et al [57, 143] came up with 
skeletonization method using curve thinning algorithm which can suppress the 
creation of unwanted skeleton surface patches. However, thinning algorithms based 
on the deletion of border voxels do not suit the cerebral vasculature, since a number 








A distance transformation is an operation that computes the distance of an element to 
the nearest boundary of the object. Borggefors summarized the schemes of 
transformation in arbitrary dimensions [144]. Zampirolli and Lotufo [145] classified 
the distance transformation algorithms under the morphological approach. The loci 
of the discontinuous points i.e. the ridges in the distance map indicate the skeleton of 
an object. Hu [146] also came up with a skeletonization method based on the 
distance transformation. Bouix et al [147] proposed a divergence-ordered thinning 
algorithm using the average outward flux measure to distinguish the skeletal points 
from non-skeletal ones. The thinning procedure continues until all the points left are 
not simple or until the associated divergence is below a chosen value. This method 
had been used to obtain the medial surface of a vessel in the angiogram, retaining the 
centeredness and preserving the topology. An alternative approach to 3D 
skeletonization methods that use the gradient and divergence of the distance 
transform is developed by Gagvani and Silver [148]. The algorithm controls the 
density of the skeleton by a single parameter called the thinness parameter. Generally, 
the gradient of the distance map may not be well defined, and thus the stability of the 
distance transformation based methods is not always guaranteed. Though Bouix and 
Gagvani’s method can deal with this problem, the generated skeletons may contain 
surfaces [16]. 







Grassfire simulation is another kind of approach which can generate a skeleton. In 
this approach, the initial fire front is ignited at the object boundary and propagates 
inward at a constant speed along the normal direction. The merging points of the fire 
fronts form the central axis. Leymarie and Levine [148] proposed a skeletonization 
method based on grassfire simulation using an active contour to represent the fire 
front. For the cerebral vasculature with numerous narrow branches, it is difficult to 
locate the initial fire front and the inward normal is hard to compute. 
Voxel coding 
Zhou and Toga [150] developed a voxel coding approach to effectively generate the 
skeleton of a 3D object. Yi and Hayward [16] proposed another voxel coding 
algorithm based on the distance transformation map to obtain a skeleton with one 
voxel width. Sato et al [151] introduced the TEASAR algorithm which extracts the 
skeleton of a tree structure object as an extension of their CEASAR algorithm in 
[152]. Different from previous methods, Chen and Molloi [153] provided a set of 
methods based on skeleton pruning to automatically extract 3D vascular tree 
construction from the Gray-scale image instead of the binary data.  
The above reviewed methods are not suitable for application to cerebral vasculature 
due to their own limitations discussed. In most of these approaches, a fixed threshold 
is used to prune away the short vessels. In cerebral vasculature, vessel length varies 







processing of a circle is not discussed by these approaches, while the circle of Willis 
is a part of the human cerebral vasculature.  
2.4  Scale Space Strategy 
Scale space has been well established with the efforts of many pioneers [65, 66, 67, 
68, 154, 155, 156]. Multiscale medial axis (MMA) is a robust representation of the 
object shape with its size [62, 63, 64]. It is computed as the ridges in the medialness 
scale space of a Gray-scale image. Thus it does not need preprocessing such as 
segmentation. However, the linear scale space medialness cannot provide accurate 
size when the object is not symmetric or when there is interference from adjacent 
objects. Thus nonlinear scale space framework comes up as a solution for directional 
smoothing and measurement according to the local object shape. An affine Gaussian 
scale space representation of image is an open-ended suggestion by regarding 
nonlinear scale space concepts as linear scale space representations on affine 
transformed domain.  
2.4.1  Scale Space Theory 
Measurements, when made at many scales, form what is known as “scale space” [66]. 
An example is our vision system. To recognize an object in an image, a vision 
system must make measurements at various locations with an aperture size 
proportional to the size of the object. Generally there are many objects of interest in 







made in a range of scales. The smallest scale used is called the inner scale, and is 
determined by the resolution of the sampling devices of the system. The largest scale 
of the system is called the outer scale and is determined by the field of view. Thus, 
the vision system builds a multiscale space of the input image and makes 
measurements at all the locations of the image with all the scales between the inner 
and outer scale.  
If the input image is denoted as  for , with the requirements of causal, 
linearity, and invariance with respect to translation, rotation and zoom, the scale 

















σσσσσσ                                   (2.1) 
The solution of above diffusion equation has proven to be an integral convolution of 





















                                (2.2)             
As an uncommitted front-end, linear scale space blurs all structures, including even 
the regions of particular interest such as edges. Another drawback is that the 
localization accuracy is reduced. Nonlinear scale space framework was introduced 







the properties of a scale space [59, 60]. The state of the art nonlinear scale space 
representations were summarized in [60] by constructing the nonlinear scale space as 
the solutions for anisotropic diffusion. Florack [61] suggested an affine scale space 
by regarding nonlinear scale-space as linear scale-space on transformed domain 
sacrificing the rotational invariant property while keeping other properties of the 
linear Gaussian kernel. An affine Gaussian scale-space representation of image is 
defined using a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix 0Σ  by Lindeberg in [66] as 
the solution of the anisotropic diffusion equation:  
 LL Tt ∇Σ∇=∂ 02
1                                                  (2.3)             
In this representation, a structure tensor of local image, the Gaussian blurred second 
moment matrix, is taken as the diffusion metric. 
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2.4.2  Medialness 
One of the important shape representations is the medial axis transformation (MAT) 
proposed by Blum [136]. It represents an object by the locus of centers of maximal 







finding the central axis based on this concept does not immediately work for the 
objects in a Gray-scale image where the boundaries are not explicitly given.  
Pizer et al [62, 63] and Morse et al [64] contributed an axiomatic approach to medial 
construction called the multiscale medial axis (MMA). This kind of axis is measured 
based on a measurement called “Medialness” over scales. “Cores” presenting the 
object shapes with medial axis over scales could be computed as the height ridge of 
the multiscale medialness. The medialness under this concept measures the 
likelihood of a point X being central to involutes at a distance r by accumulating 
boundariness measurements at locations r unites from X. The scale used at the 
boundary is rρ= <( 1σ ρ ). This measurement is referred as medialness and 
denoted as . One example in 2D is: ),( rXM
( )( θσθσθσ π druyxLuyxM ∫ +∇⋅−= 20 ),(,)(),,( )                        (2.5) 
where )sin,(cos)( θθθ =u . This can be written as a linear convolution of a 
medialness kernel with the image. 
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where G is a linear Gaussian with standard deviationσ . Figure 2-1 shows a profile 








Figure 2-1 Profile of a medialness kernel 
 
2.4.3  Scale Space Centerline Extraction 
One feature of using multiscale space approach in centerline extraction is that the 
central axis of the vessel is extracted simultaneously with its scales (or size). 
Aylward and Bullitt [21] found the height ridges of n-D images, then evaluated the 
medialness along the ridge and searched for local maxima through scales. The ridge 
structures constructed in this ways are called pseudo-cores. Krissian et al [47] 
reported a model based approach to extract a centerline model of vasculature. In this 
method, a local extrema image is first obtained using multiscale response. Then this 
local extrema image is binarized with hysterisis thresholding followed by thinning 
and pruning. Each piece of vessel consists of a sequence of points with a radius 
relating to the optimal scale at this point. Fraingi et al [4] presented a multiscale 
filtering of vessels. In this approach, a novel image feature (vesselness function) was 
designed to guide the deformation of central vessel axis. The main advantages of 
these multiscale space measurements include: measurement of size with the 







obtaining sub-voxel accuracy by considering the noise and partial volume effect. 
Linear scale space strategy travels along the intensity ridges (vessel centerline) 
relying on the eigenvectors of the second derivative of the local image. However, the 
continuity of the eigenvectors may be broken in some situations [21], for example, 
encountering a branching point, vessel intensity approaching that of the background, 
or intensity ridge being corrupted by image noise. Another limitation of the scale 
space strategy is the cross section of vessel is considered as circular which is not true 
for bifurcation area. The third limitation is the interference from the adjacent vessels. 
This is unavoidable since convolution collects the information from the overlapping 
vessels which are common in human cerebral vasculature. Xu gave a thorough 
discussion in [157], about the properties of interfering image structures.  
To smooth and measure the local object according to its shape, affine scale space 
paradigm is used to find the central axis or ridges in the image. Lindeberg [66, 158] 
and Almansa [158] iteratively adapted the diffusion matrix Σ0 to the local image 
structure as measured by a second moment matrix. McAuliffe [48] used line search 
scheme for the diffusion matrix Σ0, which produces the maximum value of 
medialness function at a given scale. The proposed directional adaptive medialness 
based on affine Gaussian is to reduce the interference, but it is computationally 
expensive [49]. Noordmans et al [159] determined the parameters of Σ0 by matching 
the intensity model to the intensity values. An optimization method is used to find 







paradigm differ in their ways of getting the local shape descriptor. 
2.5  Tracking Strategy 
Tracking strategy generates the centerlines directly from the Gray-scale image 
without requiring segmentation or enhancement is an interactive procedure requiring 
clinicians’ supervision. Methods under tracking strategy differ in the definition of the 
start and stopping criteria and in the tracking principle used.  
Noordmans and Smeulders [159] used an imaginary catheter for tracking of 2D/3D 
curved line-structures by consecutive cross section matching. In this method, vessel 
cross sections were approximated as ellipses. The parameters were obtained by 
matching the intensity profile with an elliptical Gaussian model. Wink [46] 
developed a method based on ray propagation to generate the centerline of vessels 
even in case of calcifications. Gradient information is used to detect the vessel 
boundary, thus the center likelihood could be defined. Tek [160] also presented a 
vessel tracking method based on ray propagation by means of shift analysis. Flasque 
et al [161] presented a set of methods for segmentation and tracking of cerebral 
vascular tree in 3D MRA images with parallelo-piped box of variable dimensions.  
These methods are usually stable and accurate. However this strategy demands 
appreciation of angiographic image in 3D and a thorough knowledge of vascular 







2.6  Geometric Modelling 
The centerline models generated from Section 2.3, Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 have 
been converted into smooth geometric surfaces for visualization using geometric 
modelling methods.  
In [26], Taylor et al embedded a geometric modeler in a visualization environment 
paradigm for surgery planning for the treatment of cardiovascular disease. It allowed 
user to interactively fit curves to sets of points representing the cross-section of a 
blood vessel. These curves were grouped and skinned to generate a NURB surface. A 
single vessel was created by capping and bounding the surface. Chen et al [27] used 
B-Splines to build a vascular model for computer based medical simulation. Barratt 
[28] used weighted cubic smoothing spline was fitted to wall contour centroids for 
each artery by minimizing an energy function. When vessels are built as individual 
tubular segments, generating a smooth and realistic bifurcation becomes a hard issue 
[29-31]. Chui and Lai Filled the polygonal holes using C1 cubic triangular spline 
patches [32]. Ye et al [33] proposed a method for Constructive modelling of G1 
bifurcation. Cai et al [34] developed a constructive algorithm for GC1 generation of 
vascular network. Subdivision was used by Felkel et al [35-37] to build the vascular 
trees. Volkau et al used subdivision only for the bifurcation parts instead of the 
whole vasculature [38]. Different schemes of joining bifurcation based on 
subdivision has been proposed by Skjermo and Eidheim [39], Ou and Bin [40], Yin 







based on convolution surfaces.  
The above geometric modelling approaches have proven to be useful in providing a 
smooth visualization in various medial applications. 
2.7  Our Solution 
The existing strategies of generating centerline models have their limitations 
respectively. For skeletonization strategy, the accuracy of the centerline model 
depends on the segmentation accuracy. Unfortunately, the segmentation accuracy is 
not always guaranteed [17]. In general, linear scale space approaches face three 
major problems: inaccurate measurement due to lack of shape information [48], 
interference from adjacent structures [48] and robustly and automatically going over 
bifurcations [21]. These limitations harm the accuracy, stability and automation of 
the linear scale space strategy.  
Therefore, we propose a 3-step hybrid strategy by combining the advantages of the 
above two strategies. Firstly, the binary data is segmented from 3D angiographic 
images. Then a skeletonization procedure is applied to generate a circular centerline 
model. A tree structure and 3D data set with vessel voxels labeled with its branch 
number is also produced to facilitate the measurement procedure that follows. 
Finally, an elliptical measurement procedure based on affine scale space approach is 







circular centerline model. An elliptical centerline model is generated after this 
procedure. The automation and robustness of this strategy is realized by taking the 
circular centerline model generated in the second step as initial information for the 
third step. The accuracy of the final elliptical model is achieved with affine scale 
space measurement – measuring the size according to its shape.  
With the reasons discussed in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, we developed a locally 
adaptive thresholding segmentation method, a centerline extraction procedure by 
means of wave propagation of the marching spheres and an affine medialness 








Chapter 3                            
Locally Adaptive Thresholding  
3.1  Background 
In Section 2.2.2, segmentation methods to obtain a binary data of vasculature from 
MRA data are discussed including region growing, statistical approach, fuzzy logic 
and some others.  
Region growing methods exploit the spatial information of voxels based on the fact 
that voxels which are close together have similar intensity values. Important works 
are provided by Passat et al [119, 120, 121], Sekiguchi et al [122] and Yim et al 
[123]. However, in general, region growing relies on the intensity similarities. It does 
not suit for our multiple slabs TOF MRA in which the dynamic intensity range of a 
vessel in continuous slices and among different vessels varies largely. Intensity 







distributions. Close to our interest are the works by Wilson and Noble [52], Chung et 
al [129], Hassouna et al [130] and El-Baz et al [131]. One limitation of this kind of 
approaches is that spatial information is not used. The approaches in this family all 
relies on EM algorithm to find the parameters of their models. However, sometimes 
the EM algorithm is sensitive to the initial values. Therefore, the algorithms may not 
be always stable without carefully choosing the initials based on the specific 
applications or data characteristic. The other reviewed works have the common 
drawback that the intensity inhomogeneity of a vessel among slices and among 
different vessels are not discussed. 
In this chapter, we introduce a locally adaptive segmentation method as the first step 
of our hybrid strategy to fully automatically segment vasculature from 3D 
Time-of-flight MR Angiography data. In this method, both the intensity distribution 
and spatial information are used to determine a vessel voxel. The vessel boundary 
criteria associated with imaging protocols are adopted to discriminate the vessel 
boundary. Intensity inhomogeneity among vessels is considered, thus enhancement 
and adaptive thresholding are localized to each vessel.  
3.2  Experimental Data  
3D cerebral arterial MRA data of a healthy volunteer 







no history of brain or vascular disease. The subject was scanned supine, head first in 
a 3T Siemens scanner. Multiple slab 3D Time of flight MRA study was acquired and 
MIP of MRA images were reconstructed. MRA data were of 320 x 384 x 272 voxels 
with the voxel size of 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 mm3.  
17 sets of patients’ TOF MRA data  
In this dissertation, there are 17 sets of patients’ 3D TOF MRA data processed. 
Among them, 9 data sets were acquired using a 1T Siemens scanner. There are 
81~86 slices in each data set with slice thickness from 0.75mm to 1mm. Each slice 
has 512×512 pixels. The pixel sizes range from 0.45×0.45mm2 to 0.47×0.47mm2. 
The imaging protocols for these data sets were flip angle=20°, TE=9.6ms and 
TR=37ms. 8 data sets were acquired using a 1.5T Siemens scanner. There are 
100~110 slices in each data set with slice thickness 1mm. Each slice has 512×512 
pixels. The pixel sizes range from 0.45×0.45mm2 to 0.49×0.49mm2. The imaging 
protocols for these data sets were flip angle=20°, TE=3.24ms and TR=21ms. All the 
data sets are interpolated into isotropic using cubic spline interpolation. 
4 sets of stroke patients’ TOF MRA data  
The methods have also been tested on 4 sets of stroke patients’ TOF MRA data. 








3.3  Segmentation with Locally Adaptive 
Thresholding 
In this section, we propose a two step segmentation method. The statistic approach is 
firstly used for selection of ROIs in a slice. Then a series of local processing such as 
enhancement and adaptive thresholding are performed for determination of vessels 
in ROIs. 
3.3.1  Step 1: Automatic selection of regions of interest 
(ROIs) in a slice 
This step is to find ROIs in each slice. It includes global thresholding, region 
labeling and definition of ROIs. 
Thresholding with statistical approach 
Figure 3-1 shows the distribution of intensities in a slice from 3D TOF MRA data. 
Intensity is normalized to the range of 0 to 1. It is observed that the histogram 
indicates that there are mainly three classes of voxels. It could be approximated as a 
combination of two Gaussian distributions and a uniform distribution Equation (3.1). 
Our analysis of over 300 hundreds of slices shows a consistent pattern of this kind of 
histogram distribution of the whole volume of 3D TOF MRA which was also 
represented in [52]. The lowest intensity class is approximated with a Gaussian 







middle intensity class is also represented as a Gaussian distribution and corresponds 
to brain tissue such as gray matter (GW), white matter (WM) and parts of the eye 
balls. The highest intensity class is represented with a uniform distribution and 
includes the fat next to the skin and the arteries. We use Expectation Maximum (EM) 


























πσωω                     (3.1)             
where is the maximum intensity of slice; maxI 0ω , 1ω  and 2ω are the weights for 
the uniform and two Gaussian distributions respectively, 1μ , 1μ , 1σ  and 2σ are 
the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian of brain tissue. 
 
Figure 3-1 Histogram of intensities in a slice fitted as a mixture function of two Gaussian 
distributions and a uniform distribution with EM algorithm. The dotted line indicates the 
computed global threshold as 0 0.25429χ = . 
The vessels are defined as voxels whose possibility of belonging to the third class 
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. The regions representing the 
existence of vessels are therefore selected as the voxels with intensities higher 














                                  (3.2)             
where parameters have the same meaning as in Equation (3.1). 
For each slice binarized with the above global threshold, region labeling is 
performed to select and label regions representing the vessels. The selected regions 
are labeled with its region number to facilitate local enhancement in the next step. 
Other voxels are labeled as “0”.  
Region labeling  
A stack of binary slices are obtained after global thresholding. For each binary 
slice , a region representing vessels ( ) is labeled with the following labeling 
algorithm based on the idea of region growing.  
0B sR
1. Initialization: i=0; j=0; s=0; (i and j are image coordinates and s is region 
index) 
2. If and 1),(0 =jiB 0),( =jilabel , s=s+1; The seed for region growing is set as 







26-adjacency connectivity and label the vessel voxels “1” added to this region 
with region number “s”. Exit when there are no more voxels added to this 
region. 
3. Else i=i+1; j=j+1. 
4. If (i, j) over the image boundary, stop. Otherwise, go to 2. 
Region of interest (ROI) definition  
ROI is defined corresponding to each labeled region through dilation using a square 
element as large as 11×11: 
{ }* ( , ) | ( ( , ) ) ( ( , ) 0), ( , ) ( 5, 5)s sR u v label u v s label u v u v x y R= = = = ± ±U ∈       (3.3)                
Dilation of a labeled region as ROI is to recover low intensity vessel voxels which 
are missed in the global thresholding. Especially, a large expanding of the labeled 
region is needed when the acquisition plane is not perpendicular to the blood flow 
direction. We tested the element sizes from (5×5), (8×8), (11×11), (13×13) and 
(15×15). It is found that with a moderate size (11×11) the algorithm already reaches 
its maximum performance. Larger size than (11×11) does not improve the 
performance. Thus, we choose the dilation element size as (11×11). During selection 
of ROIs, the region labeled with other region numbers are exclude. This may 







After the first step, some vessels are only partly selected or broken; some vessels are 
thickened thus are connected with other adjacent vessels. These demand further local 
processing of ROIs. 
3.3.2  Step 2: Local Enhancement and Adaptive 
Thresholding 
 
Figure 3-2 Procedure of step two-adaptive thresholding; the upper is the processing 
procedure for one region; the lower is combination of regions. N is the total number of vessel 
voxels in one region. 
The second step consists of local image enhancement and adaptive thresholding of 
each ROI in a slice. For each ROI, the procedures as in Figure 3-2 are applied. The 
image is firstly enhanced by a series of gamma (γ) adjustment functions [163] with γ 
changing within the range of [0.5, 1.5] and thus generating a series of local 
thresholds adaptive to half of the mean intensity of the voxels whose intensities are 







smallest local adaptive threshold with which ROI is then binarized. Finally, the 
vasculature is automatically generated as connected objects from the 3D binary data 
with region growing based on 26-adjacency connectivity of vessel voxels. 
Local image enhancement 
For a ROI, a gamma adjustment function is used to enhance the local image. The 
proposed enhancement function Equation (3.4) maps the intensity value of image 
sI to new value *sI , where the value of γ specifies the shape of curve representing 
the nonlinear transformation seen in Figure 3-3. If γ is greater than 1, the image is 
weighted toward lower intensity values and the transformed image becomes darker. 
If γ is less than 1, the image is weighted toward higher intensity values and the 
transformed image becomes brighter. The enhancement function transforms the 
intensity values to a wider range, allowing better discrimination of the vessel 
boundary. The high range of input is chosen as the maximum intensity of selected 
region and the low range is chosen around the global threshold 0χ  depending on 0χ , 
the difference between 0χ  and the maximum intensity of the selected local region 
and the difference between 0χ  and the minimum intensity. The principle of 
choosing  is that  is low if the minimum or maximum intensity of this 
region is low and  is high if the minimum or maximum intensity is high. The 
purpose is that low intensity vessels are to be visualized and mixed high intensity 
vessels to be suppressed. But at the same time,  should not be so low that a lot 















may be thinned. For example, in a slice, the global threshold 0χ  is 0.38; the 
minimum and maximum intensity of a low intensity vessel are automatically 
detected as , , thus  will be 0.2679. In the same slice, a 
region with two mixed vessels , ,  will be 0.3745. If the 
threshold for separating these two mixed vessels is 0.52, it is obvious that these two 
vessels are easily separated with  when image is enhanced 
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3745.0=lowI
The coefficients in Equation (3.5) is determined and validated by satisfying results of 
the worst cases of low intensity vessels and mixed vessels compared with the 
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III                    (3.5)             
 
Figure 3-3 Nonlinear image enhancement using γ function. 
Adaptive threshold selection  
After enhancement, ROI is binarized. The binarization procedure requires a 







threshold. The initial threshold is set as 0.5. The procedure is as below:  
1. Initial threshold 5.0=iα , i=0. 
2. Calculate mean intensity of voxels exceeding iα  as . meanI
3. Set new threshold as 2/1 meani I=+α .  
4. If εαα <−+ ii 1 , stop. Otherwise, go to 2. 
The above procedure goes on and stops when the change of the threshold is less than 
some finite small value ε (Figure 3-4). In [51], Hoogeveen has discussed that the 
vessel boundary criteria for TOF MRA were defined as full-width-half-maximum (a 
percentage roll-off factor with respect to the maximum luminal MR signal). For this 
reason, the maximum of possible threshold is 0.5 for normalized image of range [0, 
1]. Since image contains noise, the actual vessel intensity of a normalized image is 
less than “1” if the highest intensity is “1”. To compensate for the effect of noise and 
image adjustment, we set the criteria for vessel boundary as half of the mean 
intensity of selected vessel voxels instead of the maximum luminal “1” and 
developed a novel technique based on negative feedback concept to find the local 




















. The convergence of the iteration can 







of the fixed point is guaranteed since there is 1
2
)( <<tf 1′ . 
 
Figure 3-4 Optimal threshold is determined when the change of threshold is less than some 
finite small value ε (ε=0.0001 in this example after 22 iterations.) 
Selection of optimal γ 
Optimal γ is selected for each ROI. For a ROI, the image is enhanced by a series of 
power functions with the power (γ) changing within the range of [0.5, 1.5] and thus 
generating a series of adaptive local thresholds. Compared with a manually edited 
slice by an anatomy expert, it is found that the optimal γ is corresponding to the 
value which makes the adaptive threshold reaching its minimum. This is because 
when γ is very small, the image is brighter, many voxels are selected thus the mean 
of the selected voxels is high. When γ increases, the image becomes darker, the 
number of voxels selected becomes smaller thus the mean of selected voxels 
becomes lower. When γ higher than some value, only very high intensity voxels are 
selected thus the mean intensity of selected voxels becomes higher again.  















=                                           (3.6) 
In the result, it is expected that each region represents a vessel (no mixed vessels) 
and a vessel is represented only in one region (no disconnection of vessel) and 
enough number of voxels of a vessel is selected to keep the vessel connected among 
slices. The obtained slices are combined into a 3D binary data set and applied with a 
labeling procedure using 26-adjacency connectivity to select arterial vessels and 
exclude other isolated structures such as the fats and parts of veins which are not 
connected with the selected cerebral arteries. 
3.3.3  Evaluation 
Validation has been and remains a difficult problem in medical image segmentation. 
Actually, manually segmented data are still golden standard for validating of 
segmented anatomical structures. Manual segmentation is, however, a tedious and 
error-prone task especially for cerebral vasculatures which are complicate, tortuous 
and containing a huge number of small vessels [120]. Sometimes, a digitally 
generated phantom may also be used to validate the segmentation method.  
In this chapter, qualitative evaluation of the proposed method is made both by 
comparing maximum intensity projection (MIP) images and by comparing 3D 







method slice by slice; and our locally adaptive thresholding. Results from the three 
methods of each data set are extracted into centerline models and then visualized in 
our interactive vascular modelling environment (IVME) [165]. 3D visualized models 
can give us much more information than MIPs. It enables us to evaluate the results 
from both geometric and topological points of view. Moreover, a quantitative 
evaluation is made by comparing the number of voxels of segmented vasculature. 
For the volunteer data, a golden standard is available, and false positives and true 
positives are counted. The union of true positives from three methods is used as 
reference for ratios. However, for other patient data sets, the golden standards are 
unavailable. The union of results from the three methods is used as reference for 
ratios. Ratios taken into account are the part segmented by all the three methods, the 
part segmented by our method but missed by at least one of the other two, and the 
part missed by our method but segmented by at least one of the other two. 
3.4  Results 
The method described in the previous section can be summarized as global 
thresholding to find ROIs in each slice and locally adaptive thresholding of ROIs. In 
this section, performance of our method is firstly tested on a slice of a 3D TOF MRA 
data, and then applied to a set of multislab 3D TOF MRA data a volunteer, 17 sets of 
patients’ 3D TOF MRA and four sets of MRA data of stroke patients with unknown 
protocols. Results are presented and compared with other two methods. Both 







3.4.1  Experiments on a Slice 
Selection of optimal γ 
Figure 3-5 shows the trend of a local threshold changes when the power of 
enhancement function γ is tested within the range of [0.5, 1.5]. In Figure 3-5, it is 
found that there exists the minimum of the local threshold when γ is in [0.5, 1.5]. 
Our investigation of 520 ROIs selected from 260 slices in 5 data sets shows that 85% 
of thresholds with which the binarized region has the maximum correspondence with 
the manually edited ground truth fall in the region of [0.9027α* , 1.0973α*] around 
the smallest adaptive thresholds (α*). Thus, the optimal power (γ) is chosen as the 
one corresponding to the smallest local adaptive threshold. For the 520 ROIs 
investigated, ROIs binarized with their smallest adaptive thresholds have on average 
82.33% consistency with the ground truth.  
 









Results on a slice 
 
Figure 3-6 Experiment on a slice from the 3D TOF MRA data of a volunteer. Image size: 
320*384*270, voxel size: 0.8*0.8*0.8. (a)Original image; (b) Vessels detected after global 
thresholding (χ0) (c) Vessels selected after our local adaptive thresholding. Regions (1-4) are 







Figure 3-6 show the experimental results on a slice (slice No. 120) from the 3D TOF 
MRA data of a volunteer. It is seen Figure 3-6 (b) that most of the arteries, which are 
visible in the slice, are represented. Compared with Figure 3-6 (a), it is observed in 
Figure 3-6  (b) that some vessels are mixed with their adjacent vessels and some 
vessels are broken or only partly shown. Figure 3-6 (c) is the image after our local 
adaptive thresholding. It is seen that in Figure 3-6 the problems after global 
thresholding are solved. In region (1), two mixed vessels are separated. In region (2) 
and (3), broken vessels are extended and united. In region (3), it is also observed the 
vessel seems bigger than it is in the original image. In region (4), a cluster of small 
vessels is separated compared with the original image and small vessels are 
recovered.  
3.4.2  Experiments on MRA Data Sets 
3.4.2.1 Experiments on 3D TOF MRA Data of a Healthy Volunteer 
I. Characteristics of the data 
Figure 3-7 shows the characteristics of the 3D multislab TOF MRA data of a healthy 
volunteer. (a) is the Midsagittal Plane (MSP) of MRA. (b) shows the global 
thresholds for slices before and after normalization of slice intensities. In Figure 3-7 
(b), a large difference of thresholds before and after normalization shows that there is 
intensity inhomogeneity among slices. The change of thresholds among the 







sometimes it nearly doubles. Especially, the high peaks of normalized thresholds 
indicate where the image contrast is rather low. The imperfections of the intensity 
profile in Figure 3-7 (a) show the feature of the multislab TOF MRA. Comparison of 
both figures shows that the pattern of global thresholds among slices from the neck 
to the top of the head is the same as the pattern of the intensity profile.   
 
Figure 3-7 Characteristic of 3D TOF MRA data of a healthy volunteer. (a): Midsagittal Plane 
(MSP) of MRA. (b): Global thresholds before and after normalization. 
II. MIPs of the segmented data 
Figure 3-8 is the MIPs of the cerebral vasculature of the volunteer data segmented by 







method slice by slice can extract more vessels than the W-N method and our 
adaptive method can extract the largest number of vessels among the three methods. 
In Figure 3-8, only the largest connected vasculature is selected. Except this, there are 
still a lot of small vessels segmented but not selected. The fats and vessels in the 
skins are eliminated after region growing since they are not connected to the arteries. 
 
Figure 3-8 MIPs from a sagittal view of the complete vasculature of the healthy volunteer (a): 
3D TOF MRA. (b): segmented with the W-N method (M1). (c): segmented by applying the 
W-N method slice by slice (M2). (d): segmented by our locally adaptive approach (M3). Only 
the largest connected vascular object is selected. 
Figure 3-9 is MIPs of the volunteer’s vasculature after manually removing part of the 
venous system and vessels in the skull. In Figure 3-9, for the MIPs in the first row, it 
is shown that around the circle of Willis, where the image contrast changes 
moderately, applying the W-N method slice by slice can extract more vessels than 
the W-N method which finds the thresholds volumetrically. For the MIPs in the 







the W-N method still works, but applying the W-N method slice by slice fails to 
extract vessels because of too high thresholds computed. The MIPs in the right 
column show that our method performs better. This indicates that thresholding only 
can not give satisfactory results. Especially when the image characteristic is 
complicated, a proper enhancement of ROI becomes necessary. 
 
Figure 3-9 MIPs of the volunteer’s vasculature after manually removing part of the venous 
system and vessels in the skull. The first raw are MIPs from an axial view. The second raw 
are MIPs from a sagittal view. From left to right are results from the three methods M1-3.  
III. 3D surface models of the segmented data 
Figure 3-10 shows the difference of the left internal carotid artery (ICA) siphon and 
some distal vessels of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs) in the 3D surface models 
of W-N’s segmented data and ours from Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-10 (b), the right carotid 
artery siphon (1) is correctly segmented both geometrically and topologically by our 







Figure 3-10 (a) the right internal carotid siphon (1) has a bump simulating an 
aneurysm. Two small vessels at the siphon are over segmented by the W-N method 
and taken as part of the carotid siphon, thus both the geometry and the topology at 
this position are inaccurate. It is also seen in Figure 3-10 (b) that some anterior 
cerebral artery (ACA) (2) is correctly extracted by our method, whereas it is broken 
and wrongly connected by the W-N method. Comparison of the extracted centerline 
models by both methods shows that the average radius of carotids segmented by the 
W-N method is 0.83 voxel bigger than ours. 
 
Figure 3-10 Difference of the left internal carotid artery (ICA) siphon (1) and some distal 
vessels of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs) (2) in the 3D surface models of W-N’s 
segmented data and ours from Figure 3-9 extracted and visualized in IVME. 
Figure 3-11 is the difference of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs) (1, 2, 3) in the 3D 
surface models of W-N’s segmented data (a) and ours from Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-11 
(b), it is seen that our method successfully segmented the A2 segments of the ACAs 
at (1). Two small vessels (2) at the right branch of the ACA are well extracted. But in 







right branch in the W-N’s model. It means that the the ACAs are not successfully 
separated somewhere in the segmented data by W-N’s method. Meanwhile, the 
details of two small vessels (2) at the right branch are missing in W-N’s segmented 
data. In Figure 3-11, it is also noticed that our method extracted more distal vessels of 
the ACAs (3 in (b)) than the W-N’s method (3 in (a)). 
 
Figure 3-11 Difference of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs) (1,2,3) in the 3D surface 
models of W-N’s segmented data and ours from Figure 3-9
 
Figure 3-12 Difference of the middle cerebral arteries (MCA) (1,2,3) in the 3D surface models 







Figure 3-12 shows the difference of the middle cerebral arteries in the 3D surface 
models of W-N’s segmented data and ours in Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-12, two important 
branches along the right middle cerebral artery (MCA) are correctly segmented in 
our model (1 in (b)), but broken and missed in the W-N’s model (1 in (a)). The detail 
of small some vessels (2, 3 in (b)) along left the MCA are successfully extracted by 
our method, but missed by the W-N method (2, 3 in (a)).  
IV. Comparison of the number of segmented voxels 
Segmented voxels True positive D1 D2 D3 
M0 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3    
75676 70060 71146 76334 55430 55384 59376 67.33% 11.13% 14.55% 
Table 3-1 Comparison of the vessel voxels segmented from the volunteer data in Figure 3-9 
by methods M1-3 with manually segmented data (M0) by an anatomical expert. D1: ratio of 
the common parts segmented by all the three methods; D2: the part which were segmented 
by our method but missed by at least one of the other two methods; D3: the part which were 
missed by our method but segmented by at least one the other two methods.  
Table 3-1 contains the comparison of the vessel voxels segmented by methods M1-3 
with data manually segmented (M0) by an anatomical expert. If the union of all 
true-positives of three results is used as a reference, there are 67.33% of whole 
segmented voxels simultaneously segmented by all three methods. Moreover, there 
are 11.13% vessels voxels extracted by our method but missed by at least one of the 
other two methods. There are still 14.55% vessel voxels missed by our method but 
detected by at least one of the two methods. Compared with the ground truth, our 







3.4.2.2 Experiments on Patients’ 3D TOF MRA Data Sets 
I. Characteristics of the data 
 
Figure 3-13 Characteristics of a patient 3D TOF MRA data (Data ID: 1T_2). (a) : MIP of a 
patient’s 3D TOF MRA data from a sagittal view. (b): Thresholds of each slice before and after 
normalization of slice intensities.  
Figure 3-13 shows the characteristics of one of the 17 patient data which use single 
slab instead of multislab technique. Other 16 data sets have the similar pattern. (a) is 
the MIP of a patient’s 3D TOF MRA from a sagittal view. (b) shows the global 
thresholds for slices before and after normalization of slice intensity. In Figure 3-13, it 
is seen that the intensity does not change too much from slice to slice. The random 
change of normalized thresholds shows that the there is no systemic large range 
contrast change among slices as in the multislab TOF MRA data in Figure 3-7. 







Figure 3-14 shows MIPs from an axial view of cerebral arteries in original MRA and 
segmented data of a patient scanned under 1T magnetic field, TE=9.6ms, TR=37ms 
(Data ID: 1T_2). For this data, because two posterior communicating arteries 
(PCoAs) do not exist, to make the vertebral circulation visible the two largest 
connected components are selected from each segmented data. In Figure 3-14, it is 
seen that the W-N method successfully extracted all the major arteries. Applying the 
W-N method slice by slice can extract more distal vessels (b2). Our method (b3) can 
extract more distal vessels than the other two with the trade off of a longer time 
subsequently. Comparing the internal carotids in Figure 3-14 (b1-3), it is seen that 
they are thicker than those by our method. This observation is the same as in Figure 
3-9.  
 
Figure 3-14 MIPs from an axial view of cerebral arteries in original MRA and segmented data 
of a patient data scanned under 1T magnetic field, TE=9.6ms, TR=37ms (Data ID: 1T_2). (a): 
original image. (b1-3): results from methods M1-3. Only the two largest connected 
components are selected from each segmented data.  
 







TE=3.24ms, TR=21ms. (Data ID: 1.5T_01) and the segmented results. (a): Original MRA. 
(b1-3) segmented by methods M1-3. For the result from M1, the three largest connected 
components are selected. For the results from M2 and M3, the two largest connected 
components are selected.  
 
Figure 3-16 3D model of segmented results in Figure 3-15 visualized in 3DVeiw [166]. From 
left to right are results from methods M1-3.  
 
Figure 3-17 The course of the aneurysm in the data set 1.5T_1. Raw 1: slice 34, 36, 38, 40. 
Raw 2: slice 44,46,48,50. Raw 3: 52, 54,56, 58. 
Figure 3-15 is the MIPs of the original MRA of a patient scanned under 1.5T magnetic 
field, TE=3.24ms, TR=21ms (Data ID: 1.5T_1) and the segmented results. For the 
result segmented by the W-N method, because both posterior communicating arteries 
(PCoAs) and  anterior communicating artery do not exist, to make all the three 
circulations visible the three largest connected components are selected from each 







by slice, anterior communicating artery exists but the two PCoAs do not, the three 
largest connected components are selected. Figure 3-16 is 3D models of the 
segmented results. Figure 3-17 shows the course of an aneurysm in this data set. A 
giant aneurysm with diameter about 30.57mm is observed around the upper part of 
the siphon of the right internal carotid artery (ICA) by viewing the slices in original 
MRA. It is necessary to note that TOF MRA technique utilizes the in-flow effect 
[17]. Thus TOF images indicate the flow patterns instead of the vessel shape. In this 
data set, the signals inside the giant aneurysm are almost missing at the bottom of the 
aneurysm (raw 1in Figure 3-17) due to the very slow flow at the bottom. In Figure 3-15 
(b1), it is seen that the result from the W-N method only segmented a small part of 
the aneurysm whose 3D model is in Figure  (a). Figure 3-15 (b2) shows that applying 
the W-N method slice by slice could segment more part of the aneurysm. Though 
there is only a small hole in the MIP image, actually the segmentation is still 
incomplete as seen in Figure 3-16 (b). Result in Figure 3-15 (b3) shows that our method 
could segment the aneurysm more completely than the other two methods. From 
Figure 3-16 (c), the aneurysm in the 3D model is nearly complete except the bottom. 
The neck of the aneurysm is more clearly presented in our 3D model than the other 
two. Besides the giant aneurysm, the right internal carotid artery (ICA) is also better 
segmented by our method. It could segment the right ICA continuously, whereas the 
other two methods fail to segment it as a continuous branch. This is because that the 
other two fail to segment some part of the ICA (indicated in white box) in slice 36 or 







extracted by the other two methods. 
III. Comparison of the number of the segmented voxels 
Table 3-2 contains the comparison of the number of the segmented voxels from three 
methods. Since there is no manual edited data available as the ground truth, the 
union of voxels segmented by all the three methods is used as a reference to compute 
ratios in this table. In Table 3-2, it is seen that on average 45.05% of the vessel voxels 
are segmented by all the three methods. 23.24% are segmented by our method but 
missed by at least one of the other two. There are 31.71% vessel voxels segmented 
by at least one of the other two but missed by our method. 
 
 Segmented voxels               
Data_ID M1 M2 M3 U1 U2 P1 P2 P3 
1T_1 28433 33594 30727 38983 22955 58.88% 14.05% 27.06%
1T_2 29440 40399 28902 46367 20585 44.40% 19.10% 36.51%
1T_3 31149 32955 12538 43540 9643 22.15% 49.39% 28.46%
1T_4 24587 31149 20586 37368 15960 42.71% 23.09% 34.20%
1T_5 32902 39852 29935 45191 22566 49.93% 22.87% 27.19%
1T_6 19965 26442 13163 30010 10733 35.76% 30.76% 33.47%
1T_7 21510 28015 22313 28515 13793 48.37% 29.88% 21.75%
1T_8 27857 32928 18617 37850 16179 42.75% 30.85% 26.40%
1T_9 35513 38041 36840 46859 26263 56.05% 19.74% 24.21%
1.5T_1 46647 57871 30844 67539 25016 37.04% 32.03% 30.93%
1.5T_2 19278 27817 17075 33091 12654 38.24% 20.02% 41.74%
1.5T_3 20469 28945 19444 31565 14423 45.69% 19.15% 35.15%
1.5T_4 24795 48412 33246 51135 19465 38.07% 10.42% 51.51%
1.5T_5 33522 47842 35171 51251 27596 53.84% 11.56% 34.59%
1.5T_6 29823 39831 32511 45501 23233 51.06% 14.48% 34.46%
1.5T_7 51637 70170 49333 78422 36903 47.06% 18.79% 34.15%
1.5T_8 28139 31881 26650 32217 17323 53.77% 28.95% 17.28%







Std 8812 11767 9559 13263 7016 9.09% 9.65% 7.92% 
Table 3-2 Comparison among the vessel voxels segmented from 17 patients’ TOF MRA data 
by methods M1-3. U1: union of all results from three methods. U2: common parts segmented 
by three methods. P1: ratio of common parts segmented by all three methods; P2: the part 
which were segmented by our method but missed by at least one of the other two methods; 
P3: the part which were missed by our method but segmented by at least one the other two 
methods. AV: average. Std: Standard deviation.  
3.4.2.3 Experiments on 4 Stroke Patients’ TOF MRA Data with 
Unknown Imaging Protocols 
Figure 3-18 shows the MIPs of the original TOF MRA and the extracted arteries of 4 
stroke patients using our method. In Figure 3-18, both the internal carotid and 
vertebral basilar circulations are shown. The Circle of Willis is correctly segmented. 
Even in these four data sets, the variations of posterior communicating arteries 
(PCoAs) are observed. For the first patient (1a,1b), both PCoAs are not visible.. For 
the second patient, PCoAs and the anterior communicating artery are visible and 
clearly segmented. For the third and fourth patient, right PCoA and left PCoA are not 
visible respectively. 
Table 3-3 lists the comparison among the segmented results from 4 stroke patients’ 
TOF MRA data by methods M1-3. For the second stroke patient data, results from 
all the three methods have a huge non-vessel structure connected to the segmented 
arteries. We remove these structures interactively. From Table 3-3, it is seen that on 
average 53.83% vessels voxels are segmented by all the three methods; 24.90% were 
segmented by our method but missed by at least one of the other two; 21.28% were 







are similar with those in Table 3-2. 
 
 Segmented voxels  
Data_ID M1 M2 M3 U1 U2 P1 P2 P3 
1 51799 55830 46588 68360 36363 53.19% 22.58% 24.23% 
2 20725 19810 17077 23860 15611 65.43% 21.43% 13.14% 
3 15713 15201 13970 20869 9159 43.89% 31.41% 24.71% 
4 33852 34872 31457 43981 23218 52.79% 24.18% 23.03% 
Av      53.83% 24.90% 21.28% 
Std      8.85% 4.48% 5.47% 
Table 3-3 Comparison of the segmented voxels from 4 stroke patients’ TOF MRA data by 
methods M1-3. Meaning of U1-2, P1-3 , Av, Std are same as in Table 3-2. 
 
Figure 3-18 (1a,2a,3a,4a) MIPs of original four stroke patient 3D TOF MRA data sets and 
(1b,2b,3b,4b) MIPs of the extracted arteries by our method 
3.4.3  Sensitivity to The Width and Maximum Intensity of 
a Cross Section 
In the previous section, all the ratios are based on the segmented volumes. However, 







voxels. To know more about the performance of our method, in this section, we 
investigate the cross sections segmented by our method and its sensitivity to cross 
section size. Here, the cross section shape is approximated with an ellipse, and the 
cross section width is represented with the length of the minor axis. Since the 
difference between the maximum intensity of a cross section and the slice threshold 
(Id) is an important factor for segmentation accuracy, thus it is also considered. It 
actually represents the local image contrast. 200 cross sections with different width 
and maximum intensity are selected from 200 slices of the volunteer data set from 
the neck to the top of the head. They are divided into 10 categories with 20 cross 
sections for each category. 
 
Figure 3-19. Consistency of our segmented cross sections with the ground truth versus the 
cross section width and maximum intensity of the cross section. Id: difference between 
maximum intensity of a cross section and the slice threshold after normalization. 
Figure 3-19 shows the consistency of our segmented cross sections to the ground truth 
versus cross section width and Id. In Figure 3-19, it is seen that generally the 
consistency of our method increases with the increase of the cross section width as 







(45.80% and 48.75%). This is possibly because that the vessel size is so small that 
the adaptive segmentation has large uncertainty on determination of vessel boundary.  
This limitation is inherent and has been discussed in [51]. In this case, the positive 
effect of the local contrast (Id) is not obvious. For the width range [3 7), the 
consistency is sensitive to both cross section width and the local contrast (Id). With 
the increasing of width, the consistency is increasing. The reason is that the 
uncertainty of both manual and adaptive segmentation reduces when the cross 
section width increases. The gap between the dash-dot line and solid line represents 
the difference of consistency between high contrast (Id>0.2) and low contrast 
(Id<0.2) cross sections. It becomes bigger within this width range. This indicates that 
the negative effect of width on the consistency becomes less and the positive effect 
of local contrast becomes dominating. For the width range [7 11], the consistency is 
less sensitive to the cross section width. The local contrast dominates. For the cross 
sections with 11 voxel width, the average consistency can be as high as 96.97%. For 
the low contrast cross sections with the size of 7 voxels, the average consistency still 
can reach 78.05%. However, without using the gamma adjustment function, the 
average consistency of these 20 cross sections is only 41.72%. The consistency 
nearly doubles after using the gamma adjustment function to increase the local 
contrast. This improves the performance of our method for low contrast regions.  
3.5  Discussion 







Initialization of the parameters plays an important role in using the EM algorithm. In 
our applications, one of the Gaussian means, 1μ , is chosen as the intensity 
corresponding to the histogram maximum. The other mean, 2μ , is chosen as the 
intensity of the highest maximum within the region ]1,2[ 1μ . 12μ  is set to avoid 
trapping 2μ at the local peak closest to global maximum 1μ  (seen in Figure 3-1) since 
the histogram is always not smooth. The variances are set as ;2/11 μσ = and 
2/)2( 122 μμσ −=  respectively. Our experience shows that this initialization never 
fails in our TOF MRA data sets for global thresholding. The weights are set same as 
in [52], 0.04 for vessels and 0.50 for the distribution with a larger variance, and 0.46 
for the other. 
Parameters in γ adjustment function 
Care must be taken when choosing parameters of γ function. Choosing a proper low 
and high range for γ function enhancement is critical for the performance of our local 
adaptive thresholding. The purpose of γ function is for better discrimination of the 
vessel boundary by ensuring that low intensity vessels are to be enhanced and high 
intensity vessels (for mixed case) to be suppressed. But at the same time,  
should not be so low that a lot of non-vessel structures may be included.  should 
not be so high that vessel may be thinned. γ value itself is chosen by searching 












Intensity inhomogeneity and contrast change among slices 
The 22 3D TOF MRA data sets processed were acquired with various imaging 
protocols. In these data sets, there is systemic intensity inhomogeneity and contrast 
change in the multislab volunteer data and random in the other TOF MRA data sets. 
Currently, we haven’t tried some existing methods to compensate the inhomogeneity 
and sharp contrast variance in our MRA data yet. However, if some approach is used 
to compensate these problems, it is expected that by extending the 2D ROI into 3D 
ROI our algorithm will take less time and have better performance in generating 
better connection of vessels. 
Performance, accuracy and sensitivity 
The MIP images in Figure 3-8, Figure 3-9, Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-14 show that our 
method could extract more vessels than the W-N method and applying it slice by 
slice. 3D models in Figure 3-10-Figure 3-12 demonstrate that our method could not 
only correctly segment the major arteries, but also could capture more details of the 
distal vessels. The superiority of extracting small vessels (in most of the cases with 
low intensity) of our method is attributed to the larger dynamic intensity range 
produced by the proper enhancement and the adaptive thresholding with FWHM 
boundary criteria. This superiority of extracting low intensity objects is also revealed 
in segmenting aneurysms in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16. A trade off of this superiority 







segmented. Moreover, our method is capable of separating adjacent vessels such as 
the ACAs in Figure 3-11 due to the sharp boundary generated by gamma enhancement 
with γ>1. As a trade off of this advantage, sometimes big vessels may be a little bit 
thinned.  
From Table 3-1, the consistency of our method with the ground truth in section 3.2.1 
is 78.46%, which is less than previously 82.33% in section 3.1. This is because the 
ratio 78.46% is for the manually segmented volume among which there are some 
vessels are not segmented by our method. But the ratio 82.33% is for the selected 
cross sections segmented by both our method and the manual segmentation. The 
remaining 21.54% not segmented by our method contains two kinds of voxels. One 
kind is the un-segmented arteries. The other kind are the segmented arteries but 
missed due to slightly thinning of our method. From Table 3-2, there are 23.24% of 
the vessel voxels are segmented by our method but missed by at least one of the 
other two. 31.71% are segmented by at least one of the other two but missed by our 
method. 
A good performance in Section 3.4.2.1 and similar performance of Section 3.4.2.2 
and 3.4.2.3 show that our method is applicable for 3D TOF MRA data of various 
imaging protocols. From Figure 3-19, it is seen that our method is sensitive to both 
cross section width and the difference between region maximum intensity and 
background (or slice global threshold). When the cross section size is less than 7 









In Table 3-2 and Table 3-3, the number of voxels segmented by our method is always 
smaller then applying the W-N method slice by slice. This is because the other two 
methods segment vessels thicker than our methods. However, in Figure 3-9, Figure 
3-14, and Figure 3-15, it is obviously seen that all the vessels segmented by the other 
two are segmented by our method, the vessel segments are not segmented by them 
are also segmented by our method. Thus, the ratio of P2 is important for judging the 
performance of our method, whereas, the ratio P3 does not make much sense. The 
number of segmented voxels should not be the only criterion to judge the 
performance of the segmentation methods. MIPs or 3D models should be used to 
assist the judgment by providing the topological and geometrical information.  
Limitations 
Up to now, the anatomical knowledge of cerebral vasculature [167] has not been 
incorporated in our method yet. This is one limitation of our method. Because of this 
the fats next to the skin and vessels in the skull are also processed in the locally 
adaptive thresholding procedure. Thus, the whole processing is slowed down. 
Another limitation is lack of 3D processing, for example, the vessel direction could 
be computed from the second derivative at the approximate center of a vessel. It 







scattered in the segmented data. 
3.6  Conclusion 
In this chapter, we proposed a locally adaptive thresholding method to segment the 
cerebral vasculature from 3D TOF MRA data with various acquisition protocols. It is 
also suitable for 2D TOF MRA. On average, the proposed method improves the 
accuracy of segmentation by extracting 1.36% more vessel volume and 14.45% more 
vessels branches than W-N method. It is a fully automatic procedure without the 








Chapter 4  
Centerline Model Extraction by Means of 
the Wave Propagation of the Marching 
Spheres 
4.1  Background 
Discrete centerlines can be extracted from the binary data with skeletonization 
methods such as boundary based approach, thinning algorithm, ridge detection based 
on the distance transformation and some others discussed Section 2.2.3.  
Boundary based approaches [137, 138] using the Voronoi diagram keep both the 
topological and geometrical information of the original object. However, for the 
cerebral vasculature, which has huge number of small vessels, this method generates 
too many polygons, thus too computationally intensive to be applicable. Thinning 







object instead of its geometry. It iteratively deletes the simple voxels. For the 
cerebral vasculature, this algorithm may not generate the complete representation of 
vascular tree structure since a lot of 1-voxle width vessels may be deleted. Distance 
transformation [144, 145, 146] produces a distance map which indicates the distance 
from each element to the nearest boundary element. Then the vessel central axis is 
recognized as ridges (or valleys) in the distance map using the discontinuity of 
gradient along image ridges. Since the gradient in digital image is an ill-posed 
problem, it is not easy to detect the discontinuity. Though, in Bouix et al [147] and 
Gagvani and Silver [148] came up with some stable and close approximation of 
gradient, the skeletons generated with these two methods contain surface instead of 
one voxel width and complete skeleton of the vessels [16]. 
Beside the above centerline extraction methods, tree structure can also be build with 
wave propagation algorithm. Wave propagation algorithm origin from the idea of 
region growing in the segmented data and use the dissection of wave voxels for 
bifurcation detection to build a graphic description of vessels. It was firstly 
developed by Zahlten [54] and later enriched by Bruijns [55]. Different from the 
skeletonization methods, Zahlten’s wave propagation algorithm produces labeled 
segments and a tree connection graph, but does not produce centerline and radius 
information. In Zahlten’s approach, plane wave was sensitive to the big siphons at 
the carotid arteries and sometimes extended so long into the child branching at the 
bifurcation that the labeling of voxels was inaccurate. Bruijns developed a procedure 







bifurcation labeling adjustment to avoid above problems. However, relying on 
distance transformation for detection of branch inscribed sphere size hinders it from 
stable application in extraction of the distal cerebral distal vessels of which there are 
a lot of vessels of 1-voxel width. 
The above methods (except thinning algorithm) and most of the other groups [148, 
150, 151, 152, 153] reviewed in Section 2.2.3 have a common limitation that they 
need to define boundary and interior elements, thus one-voxel width vessels can not 
be properly processed. Usually, a fixed threshold is used to prune away the short 
vessels in previous methods. Short and import vessels such as posterior 
communicating artery (PCoA) in the circle of Willis may be pruned away. Another 
problem is not addressed by previous methods is the loops inside the binary data, but 
circle of Willis is an important structure in the human cerebral vasculature. 
In this chapter, we focus on the second step of our strategy in which a new centerline 
extraction method is developed using the wave propagation [54, 55] of the local 
maximal inscribed sphere [56]. This method generates a piece-wise curve centerline 
closer to the center of objects than the previous skeletons composed of connected 
voxels. Thus it can extract and represent the centerline of 1-voxel width branches. It 
detects the loops inside the binary data and marks the joining nodes in the acyclic 
tree structure. Noisy branches are pruned away according to an adaptive threshold 
proportional to the vessel width instead of a hard one. This method goes over the 







object size while insensitive to branching angles, curvature and tortuosity.  
4.2  Centerline Extraction Procedure 
In this section, we describe a centerline extraction algorithm which adopts the 
inscribed sphere into the wave propagation method. The input is binary data which 
labels with “1” for vessels and “0” for non-vessels. The extraction procedure 
includes initialization, marching along a branch which includes detection of an 
inscribed sphere, detection and confirmation of a bifurcation. A tree structure is built 
after marching through all the vessels. 
4.2.1  Initialization 
I. Cavities inside the input binary data 
The input binary data may contain some cavities (i.e. connected “0” voxels 
surrounded by “1” voxels), bays (i.e. disturbance without a topological meaning) and 
holes (i.e. “0” voxels forming a tunnel such as a doughnut has) [57]. These may 
create unwanted branches thus generating a wrong structure. Cavities are defined as 
the background voxels “0” which are surrounded by object voxels “1”. They are 
detected by sequential scanning the background from the edge of the image slice by 
slice and filled before the extraction procedure. Bays and holes are processed during 







II. Seed selection 
The seed  of the tree structure is selected as a nonzero vessel voxel “1” in a slice. 
Then local inscribed sphere is searched starting from this point within some region. 
The center of the obtained inscribed sphere is set as the seed of the centerline 
extraction procedure. The second Gaussian derivative at this seed  is computed. 
The initial marching direction  is defined as the eigenvector direction of the 
largest eigenvalue. For the cerebral vasculature, the seed detected could be in either 






III. Initialization  
In the initialization, the seed of the tree structure  is served as the initial center of 
the initial inscribed sphere of the first branch. With the initial center  and the 
initial marching direction , a detection plane  is defined as the one passing 
through  and orthogonal to . In the plane , the center  of the initial 
inscribed sphere  is detected.  is the radius of the maximal inscribed 
sphere at . If the whole set of the vessel voxels is denoted as “V”, the voxels 
inside the sphere dilated from the inscribed sphere is denoted as and 
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Where . is the increment of the radius from the inscribed sphere.  10
'
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The front wave [54] is denoted as  and is defined as the unlabeled vessel voxels 
which connect to the dilated sphere with 26-connectness along the marching 
direction but not included in it (seen in 
0T
Figure 4-1). For the initial sphere, it is defined 
as:  
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where  is the set of immediate neighbors of)(xN x based on 26-adjacency 
connectivity in 3D applications. 
 
Figure 4-1 Dilation of the first inscribed sphere and definition of the front wave 
Dilation of the inscribed sphere is to make sure that the propagation of the front 
wave  can represent the correct direction of the branch. Another purpose is that 
the center of the front wave could be close to the center of the branch.  controls 









For example, in this chapter, the range of the radius of the cerebral vasculature is less 
than 6 voxels. The aspect ratio of the cross section is less than 1.3. To make the 
dilated sphere can fully intersect the branch, 1Δ  is set as 2 voxels (>(1.2-1)*6 ). For 
other application, needs to be set according to the domain knowledge. 1Δ
The center of the front wave is denoted as  and defined as the voxel whose 
distance value is a local maximum of . If there is more than one point, the mean 
of their coordinates is taken. Then, the marching direction of the next inscribed 
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Then the initial center for the next inscribed sphere is denoted as , and the initial 
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“Step_Size” should be set according to “ 1Δ ” and the variance of radii along a vessel, 
so that the front wave of the next sphere can go beyond the current front wave. In 
our work, “Step_Size” is set as 2.  
The detection plane marches to the next plane  and it is defined as the one passing 
along . Up to now, the initial center, initial radius, marching direction and the 












4.2.2  Marching Procedure Along a Branch 
At step k (k>=1), with the initial center and radius ( ), the center of the 
inscribed sphere  is detected in the detection plane  which passes  
and is perpendicular to marching direction . A dilated sphere is defined from the 
inscribed sphere. The vessel voxels to be labeled  are those growing [
*
k
* R , kC










kW 118] from 
the previous front wave but not beyond the current dilated sphere. The new 
front wave  could be found. Then, marching direction could be defined as 
the direction from the center of the current inscribed sphere  to the center of 
the new front wave . The initial center of the next step  is set as the point 
marching along  from with a given step size. The initial radius of the next 
step is set as the radius of the current inscribed sphere . The detection plane 
for the next step is then update as the plane passing  and perpendicular to 
. This procedure goes on until it reaches the end of a vessel or meets a 
bifurcation. The generated center points and radii are smoothed with moving averge 









38] respectively.  
Some major steps performed in the procedure are described below such as detection 
of the local marching spheres, detection and confirmation of the bifurcations and 
detection of the loops. 
4.2.2.1 Detection of the Local Marching Sphere 











the inscribed sphere  is searched within a small local region in the plane  
using bi-section search. The centre is defined as the point which has the maximal 
inscribed radius (seen in 
kB kP
Figure 4-2). The maximal Euclidean distance among adjacent 
voxels with 26-connectedness is 3 , thus the region in which the center to be 
searched should at least go beyond its adjacent voxels and is defined as: 
{ }),2min(|)( kkk RCxPxxC ≤−∈= **                                (4.6) 
At a testing point , “sensors” are placed on the sphere with radius)(xC r . The 
position of the “sensors” is: 























(4.7)                                                              
where θ  and φ  are angles to define the sensor positions. 
The searching range for radius  is set according to the property of tubular 
structures. If the size of tubular branch varies shapely, it could be set as , in 
which 0.5 represents the smallest possible radius of a tubular branch in digital image 
and represents its maximal radius. If the radius changes smoothly,  can 
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The step size of θ  and φ is:
r8
π . This is to ensure that at any radius size the density 
of sensors on the sphere is high enough, so that there is at least more than one sensor 







sensors in the plane is so high that there is at least one “sensor” for each surface 
voxel of the inscribed sphere. Thus, the number of “sensors” on the sphere surface 
is: 
kP
2128)( rrN = .                                                (1.7) 
The radius of the inscribed spheres at a testing point  is defined as the 
radius of the sphere inside the object but having the maximal number of “sensors” on 
it. Let be the number of “sensors” on the inscribed sphere at and 
its radius. The center of the maximal inscribed sphere in the detection 
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and the corresponding radius  is  kR
)(max kk CrR =                                                   (4.9) 
 







4.2.2.2 Detection and Confirmation of a Bifurcation 
Detection and confirmation of a bifurcation is illustrated in Figure 4-3. In the step k, 
the front wave  is then divided into sub-waves ,.. … . The sub-waves 
are defined as the disconnected sections of the front wave. Bifurcation detection is 
based on the dissection of the front wave into sub-waves. The dissection starts from 
picking a point randomly from . Then select the voxels which are connected with 
the selected point from the others remaining in  and put them together in one 
group. Continuously pick the points from the remaining group, which are connected 
with all the points in the selected group. When there is no point to be added to the 
newly selected group, check how many points are left in the remaining group. If 
there is no point in the remaining group, it means that there is only one connected 
group in . If there are some points in the remaining group but none of them is 
connected with the selected group, it means that there is more than one group in . 
Randomly pick a point from the remaining group and start a new group. Repeat the 
above procedure until all the points are grouped. The pseudocode is as: 





1. Initialization:  i=0, Input is kTL =0  
2. Randomly select a point from . Start a new group i=i+1and put it into 
group . The left is still called 
iL
)(ikH iL  
3. If the no point left in , stop.   iL
4. Otherwise, select N points from which are connected with group and 









5. If N≠0, add the points selected from into group . Go to 3. iL )(ikT
6. Otherwise, go to 2. 
The multiple sub-waves may be caused by the bays, noisy short branching and a real 
branching. If the front wave  includes i  sub-waves ( ), it means that there 
are possibly i  child branches. To confirm the existence of a bifurcation, 
let ,.. … propagate with some given step 
kT 2i ≥
)1(kT )(lkT )(ikT 2Δ  using ordered seeded 
region growing [118] and record the grown voxels (seen in Figure 4-3). actually 
defines the shortest length for a branch to be considered as a branch in the structure. 
 is proportional to the radius  of the current branch, so that a short child 
branch of a thin branch may be kept and a long child branch of a thick branch may 
be neglected. In this chapter, 
2Δ
2Δ kR
2Δ is defined as max (3, ). kR2.1
If all the sub-waves vanish after 2Δ  steps propagation, it means that there is no 
bifurcation and this branch goes to an end. If only one sub-wave survives, there is no 
bifurcation and this branch continues (seen in Figure 4-4). If more than one sub-wave 
survives, there is a bifurcation. For the survived sub-waves, the grown voxels will 
not be labeled. However, the vanished sub-waves, the grown voxels are considered 








Figure 4-3 A bifurcation is detected when the front wave is dissected into 2 parts. It is 
confirmed after Δ2(=2) more steps propagation of the sub-waves.  
 
 
Figure 4-4 During confirmation, the bays which are noise and will cause wrong bifurcation are 
filtered out. (a) The front wave Tk is dissected into 3 sub-waves. Bifurcation is reported. (b) 
After confirmation, the fake bifurcation is denied.  
4.2.2.3 Reaching Bifurcation and Adjustment of Branch Labeling 
After a bifurcation is confirmed, the inscribed sphere detection extends further along 
the last growing direction without other actions. It stops when a maximum of radius 
is detected or when the extended length is larger than 1Δ  which one is earlier. The 







labeling is then performed. The dilated sphere of the bifurcation inscribed sphere is 
defined. Then the direction of child branches is estimated with its front sub-waves. 
Two tangent planes ( and ) of the bifurcation inscribed spheres are detected as 
those normal to the two child branches. All the labeled vessel voxels above these two 
planes are reset as “0” unlabeled. Therefore, labeling of parent vessel does not 




Figure 4-5 Adjustment of branch labeling at the bifurcation 
4.2.2.4 Detection of the Loop in the Binary Data 
During the marching procedure, labeling is involved. If a branch meets a labeled 
branch, it means that there is a loop inside the data. However, it is necessary to check 
that whether this loop is an unwanted structure caused by a hole. If what a branch 
meets is not its sibling, there is definitely a loop not introduced by a hole. If yes, it is 
possibly introduced by a hole. For example, in Figure 4-6 branch “k” meets its sibling 
“j”. If the Euclidean distance from the last inscribed sphere (C , ) of its parent 
to the last inscribed sphere ( , ) of its sibling is smaller than a defined 
)(in )(inR







threshold , it is considered that the loop is introduced by a hole. is the criteria 




+ 2/)( )()()()( jminjmin RRRR ++ . The hole needs to be closed with the following 
procedure. 
1. Some spheres are interpolated between the last inscribed sphere of the 
branch “j” and the last inscribed sphere of the branch “i”. The number of 
spheres to be interpolated depends on the distance of the last inscribed 
spheres of the branches “i” and “j”. 
2. The voxels within the regions of these interpolated spheres are set as “1” in 
the binary data. 
3. The marching procedure of branch “i” goes on from the last inscribed 
sphere ‘i”. 
4. The branches after “i” needs to be labeled with their new branch number. 
 
Figure 4-6 Detection and closing of a hole; Left: A loop is detected when branch “k” meets its 
sibling “j”. Right: The hole is closed. 







closed at the joint where two branches meet each other. But in the tree structure, the 
joint will be represented with two nodes. Thus the vasculature is still can be 
represented as an acyclic tree with this pair of the nodes marked. For example, 
branch “5” and “6” are jointed in a loop in Figure 4-7. The circle of Willis, which is a 
part of the human cerebral vasculature [168], can be detected by this method. The 
loop will be closed during the extraction procedure at a joint of two branches inside 
the loop, but the vasculature could still be represented as acyclic tree. There are 
some other loops in the data which are caused by the adjacent vessels which are not 
successfully separated in the binary data during the segmentation procedure. 
4.2.3  Procedure of Building a Tree Structure  
A tree structure [169] is built after the marching spheres goes through all the 
branches. In this structure, a branch is labeled with its node number. Staring from the 
first branch (“root”), the algorithm checks the children of this branch and put their 
branch numbers into the queue of the next level (2nd). Going to the next level (2nd), 
the algorithm checks the children of each branch and put them into the queue of the 
next level (3rd). This procedure goes on until there is no child in the next level. For 









Figure 4-7 Procedure of building a tree structure 
4.2.4  Evaluation 
Qualitative evaluation is made by mapping the centerline of the digital phantom with 
the surface mode for the digital phantoms. For the physical vascular phantom and the 
patient data, quantitative evaluation is made by comparing the centerline model and  
3D surface model reconstructed from it in our Interactive Vascular Modelling 
Environment (IVME) [165] with the Alpha blended displays of the original binary 
data in 3DView [166]. 
Quantitative evaluation of the accuracy is made by taking a set of designed digital 
phantoms as the ground truth. The mean square error of the extracted bifurcations 
with respect to the designed bifurcations is used to estimate their accuracy. The 
average distance of the detected center points to the designed centerlines is used to 
estimate their accuracy. The variance of the distance is also investigated. For each 
detected center point, its correspondence on the designed centerline is set as the 
closed point to it. Based on this correspondence, the mean and standard deviation of 







Quantitative evaluation of the effects of noise is made by adding “salt”--noise to a 
2D image with complicated structures. The 2D image is taken as a reference. Mont 
Carlo experiments are performed to examine the relationship between noise level 
and the possibility of topology changes, and the average number of noising branches 
comes up due to noise. Noise level of “salt” is described by the percentage of “1” 
voxels (relative to the image size) added to the image. 200 times experiments are 
performed for each noise level from 0.01 to 0.06. 
Quantitative evaluation of the repeatability is made on the physical vascular phantom 
data. 5 vessels in 5 levels are examined. 8 times centerline extraction procedure is 
performed with different seed at each time. For bifurcation, mean square error is 
used to represent the repeatability. The mean of the measurements is assumed as the 
expectation of measurements. For center points and radius, 95% trust region is used 
to represent the repeatability of the measurements. For the centerline of a branch, 3D 
piece-wise cubic spline approximation of the detected center points from 8 
measurements is firstly made. 95% trust region is defined as the radius of a tube 
(centered along the approximated curve) in which 95% of the center points fall in. 
For the radii of a branch, 1D piece-wise cubic spline approximation of the detected 
radii is first made. 95% trust region is defined as the half width of a band (centered 
along the approximated 1D curve) in which 95% of the radii fall in. 
A vessel will have different branch number when the extraction procedures start 







different measurements is set interactively in the IVME [165], thus the parameters of 
a vessel extracted in the different procedures could be compared.  
4.3  Results 
To evaluate quantitatively the performance of the method, a set of digital phantoms 
is designed with various curvature, tortuosity, branching angles and radius.  Then 
the procedure is applied on 1 set of cerebral vascular phantom data, 1 set of 
volunteer and 17 sets of patient data segmented with our locally adaptive 
thresholding method [50].  
4.3.1  Experiments on the Simulated Data 
4.3.1.1 Experiments on Designed Dedicated 3D Digital Phantoms 
Figure 4-8 shows a spiral digital phantom with varying curvature, tortuosity and 
radius. The white line is the designed centerline, and the black line is the detected 
one. From the bottom to top, the curvature varies from 0.2 to 0.05. The radius varies 
from to 1 to 5 voxels. After setting the correspondence, the mean distance of the 
center points to the centerline is 0.27 voxels. The variance of the distance is 0.23 
voxel. Figure 4-9 shows the difference between the designed radius and the detected 
radius. The mean of the radius error is 0.09 voxel and its standard deviation is 0.21 
voxel. This result shows that our method can extract the centerline with accuracy 








Figure 4-8 3D spiral digital phantom with varying curvature, tortuosity and radius. From the 
bottom to top, the curvature varies from 0.2 to 0.05. The torsion varies from 0.1701 to 0.0110. 
The radius varies from to 1 to 5 voxels. The surface model of the spiral tube is set as oblique. 
The white line is the designed centerline, and the black line is the detected one.  
 
Figure 4-9 Comparison of the detected radius and the designed radius of the spiral digital 
phantom 







angles varying from to 324° to 28°. The branching angle is defined as in (5). In 
Figure 4-10, the extracted centerlines (thin, black) match well with the designed 
centerlines (wide, white) when the bifurcation angle changes. Figure 4-10  (8) shows 
a digital phantom with rapid radius change. In this figure the extracted centerline 
(black) also matches well with the designed centerline (white). Figure 4-11 shows the 
difference of the detected radius and designed radius for digital phantom “8” in 
Figure 4-10. For the 8 digital phantoms in Figure 4-10, the mean square error of the 
bifurcations is 0.74 voxel. The maximum bifurcation error is 1.82 voxel. The mean 
distance of the detected center points to the centerline is 0.26 voxel and the variance 
of the distance is 0.17 voxel. The mean of the radius error is 0.08 voxel and the 
standard deviation 0.15 voxel. The quantitative evaluations show that that our 
method is not sensitive to the branching angles. It also shows that our method is not 
sensitive to the rapid radius change. 
 
Figure 4-10 (1)-(7) 3D digital phantoms with radius of 3 voxels and branching angles varying 
from to 324° to 28°, branching angle is defined as in (5); (8) digital phantom with radius 









Figure 4-11 Comparison of the detected radius and the designed radius of the straight branch 
in the digital phantom “8” in Figure 4-10  
 
Figure 4-12 Labeling of the branches of digital phantom “5” in Figure 4-10; (a) branches 
labeled by our method, (b) branches labeled by Zahlten’s method [54]. 
Figure 4-13 shows the Labeling of the branches of the digital phantom “5” in Figure 
4-10. (a) shows the branches labeled by our method. (b) shows the branches labeled 







extended to the child branches; whereas Zahlten’s labeling method extends long to 
child branches.  
This is because that our bifurcation detection based on inscribed sphere is not 
sensitive to the branching angle and bifurcation detection based on the planar 
frontwave in Zahlten’s method is sensitive to the branching angle. It means that our 
labeling based on the tangent planes of the bifurcation inscribe sphere is more 
accurate than Zahlten’s method using planar frontwave.  
4.3.1.2 Mont Carlo experiments on a simulated tree structure in a 
2D image 
Figure 4-13 is a simulated 2D tree structure in a 2D image. It is used as a reference to 
see the effect of noise on the topology change and the average of noising branches 
added to the structure due to noise. The noise added here is only “salt”—“1” voxels 
in the binary image. Figure 4-14 shows the probability of topology change of tree 
structure in Figure 4-13 under different noise levels. In Figure 4-14, it is seen that the 
possibility of topology change increases fast with the noise level increase. However, 
it is seen in Figure 4-15 that the average number of noisy branches added increase 
slowly with the noise level increase. The smallest is 2.2 for 0.01 noise level and the 
maximum is 2.8125 for 0.06 noise level. The change of average number of noisy 








Figure 4-13 A simulated tree structure in a 2D image and its centerline 
 
Figure 4-14 Probability of topology change of tree structure in Figure 4-13 under different 
noise levels 
 
Figure 4-15 Average number of noisy branches added in the tree structure in Figure 







4.3.2  Studies on the 3D Binary Cerebral Vasculature Data 
Sets 
4.3.2.1 Cerebral Vascular Phantom  
Data Acquisition 
The angiography phantom was used for this study (H+R-R-A-002, Shelley Medical 
Imaging Technology, London, Ontario, Canada). The phantom was placed in an MRI 
scanner (1.5 Tesla GE Medical systems, Waukesha, Wi, USA). A T2 weighted study 
(TR: 2500, TE: 103) was acquired with the slice thickness of 2 mm with no 
inter-slice gap and pixel size of 0.625 x 0.625 x 2mm. Coronal, axial and sagittal 
slices and MIP MRA images were reconstructed. The data were interpolated into 
isotropic voxel size of 0.625 x 0.625 x 0.625 mm3 and segmented. 
3D display in 3DView and 3D surface model of the vasculature in IVME 
 







centerline of the physical vascular phantom. (b) 3D surface model in IVME reconstructed 
from the centerline model generated by our method. (c) 3D Alpha blended display of the input 
binary data in 3DView. 
Figure 4-16 shows the extracted centerline of the physical vascular phantom, 3D 
surface model reconstructed from the centerline model in IVME and its 3D display 
of the binary data in 3DView. In Figure 4-16, aneurysm is taken as a vessel with big 
radius. In Figure 4-16, the relationship of vessels and relative positions are same. In 
Figure 4-16  (b), some demanding and important structures such as tortuous vertebral 
arteries (1), internal carotid siphons (2) and the circle of Willis (3) are extracted and 
reconstructed as well as in (c). There are some cycles in this physical phantom for 
fabrication convenience. They are closed and marked at the joint nodes in the tree 
structure.  
 
Figure 4-17 Inscribed sphere of a vessel has smaller radius than its dimension in MIP of 
binary image 
One difference between (b) and (c) is the vessel size. The reconstructed vessels in (b) 
are thinner than those in (c). This is reasonable. Because the surface model 
represents the cross section of object as circular with the radius computed from the 
inscribed spheres. Actually, the cross sections are not always circular in the binary 
data. Assuming the real vessel is of circular shape, when the vessel size is rather big, 







the inscribed sphere is close to the real radius of the local structure, for example the 
external carotids (4). The smaller is the vessel size, the bigger the difference. For 
example, a vessel with real cross section radius as 1.5 voxels may be represented as 
Figure 4-17 in the binary data. The extracted inscribed sphere radius will be about 0.7 
voxels. Thus the reconstructed circular cross section looks much smaller than the 
real cross section. For the middle cerebral arteries in this physical phantom, cross 
sections are more elliptical than circular in the binary data. Thus the reconstructed 
circular vessels (5) in Figure  (b) look much thinner than they are in Figure 4-16 (c). 
With the same reason, the aneurysm (6) is reconstructed with a smaller size.  
Repeatability  
To know about the repeatability of the proposed extraction procedure, we performed 
the extraction procedure from 8 different seeds. Different seed is intentionally 
selected for each experiment. Among them, 2 are from the external carotid arteries, 2 
from the vertebral arteries, 2 from the anterior cerebral arteries and 2 from middle 
cerebral arteries respectively. 5 vessels in 5 levels are investigated. Vessels have 
different branch No. when extraction starts from the different seeds. The branch No. 












1 1 0.67 0.38 0.19 
2 3 0.98 0.32 0.25 
3 5 1.38 0.35 0.22 







5 15 0.81 0.30 0.18 
Table 4-1 Mean square error of the bifurcation, 95% trust region of the detected center points 
and their radii 
Table 4-1 lists the mean square error of the bifurcation, 95% trust region of the 
detected center points and their radii. From Table 4-1, it is seen that minimum mean 
square error of the bifurcations is 0.67 voxel which is less than 1 voxel. The 
maximum mean square error of the bifurcations is 1.38. The maximum 95% trust 
region of the center points is 0.41 voxel. The maximum 95% trust region of the radii 
is 0.27 voxel.  
4.3.2.2 Cerebral Vasculature of a Healthy Volunteer 
3D arterial model of the healthy volunteer  
Figure 4-18 shows the centerline of the middle cerebral arteries (MCA) (1) and the 
posterior cerebral arteries (PCA) (2) and the reconstructed arteries in the 3D models. 
Imaging protocols of this volunteer data is in Section 3.2. In Figure 4-18, the 
centerlines of the middle cerebral arteries (MCA) (1) are well extracted. These 
arteries are well reconstructed in Figure 4-18 (b). The structure of these arteries in 
Figure 4-18 (a) is the same as those in Figure 4-18 (c). The same performance is 
observed for the MCA on the other side of Figure 4-18 (a). Besides these, the 
centerlines of some distal vessels such as two short lateral branches at (3) and two 
short lateral branches (4) are also well extracted in Figure 4-18 (a). These vessels are 







cerebral arteries (2) are well reconstructed from the centerline model with the distal 
vessels having details as good as those in Figure 4-18 (c).  
 
Figure 4-18 Middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) (1) and Posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs) (2). (a) 
Extracted centerline (b) 3D surface model in IVME reconstructed from the centerline model. 
(c) 3D Alpha blended display of the input binary data in 3DView  
 
Figure 4-19 Anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs) (1) and the Circle of Willis (2) in the 3D displays. 
(a), (b) and (c) are same as in Figure 4-18. 
Figure 4-19 shows the centerlines of the anterior cerebral arteries (ACA) (1) and the 
Circle of Willis (2). Not only the relationship of these arteries in Figure 4-19 (a) are 
the same as those in Figure 4-19 (c), but also the relative positions of these arteries are 
same to those in Figure 4-19 (c). The circle of Willis (2) in Figure 4-19 (b) is well 
reconstructed as in Figure 4-19 (c). The centerlines of the anterior communicating 







in Figure 4-19 (a). In the vascular tree, the circle of Willis is closed at the joint of the 
left PCoA and the end of the P1 segment of the left posterior cerebral artery (PCA).  
 
 
Figure 4-20 Internal carotid arteries (ICA) (1) and the vertebral arteries (2); (a), (b) and (c) are 
same as in Figure 4-18. 
Figure 4-20 shows the centerline of the internal carotid arteries (ICA) (1) and the 
vertebral arteries (2). In Figure 4-20 (a), it is seen that the ICA (1) with their siphons 
are well extracted compared with those in Figure 4-20 (c). Details such as two small 
arteries on the upper part of the siphon are kept during the extraction procedure. In 
Figure 4-20 (b), the vertebral arteries (2) are reconstructed from the centerline model 
as good as those in Figure 4-20 (c).  
4.3.2.3 Cerebral Vasculature of the Patient Data 








Figure 4-21 3D displays of the cerebral vasculature of a patient (Data ID: 1T_5) scanned 
under 1T Siemens scanner. (a) Extracted centerline (b) 3D surface model in IVME 
reconstructed from the centerline model. (c) 3D Alpha blended display of the input binary data 
in 3DView   
Figure 4-21 shows the 3D displays of the cerebral vasculature of a patient (Data ID: 
1T_5) scanned under 1T Siemens scanner. Imaging protocols of this patient data is 
seen in Section 3.2. In Figure 4-21 (b), the internal carotid arteries (ICA) (1,2) are 
extracted with the same structure as those in Figure 4-21 (a). The small arteries on the 
siphons are kept. The anterior communicating artery and the left posterior 
communicating artery are not presented in the binary data, thus not in the 3D surface 
model. However, the right communicating artery (3) exists and is present in both 3D 
displays. In Figure 4-21 (b), the vertebral-basilar arterial circulation is well extracted 
and reconstructed in IVME. The structure of the distal vessels (4) is correctly 









Figure 4-22 3D displays of the cerebral vasculature of a patient (Data ID: 1.5T_3) scanned 
under 1.5T Siemens scanner. (a), (b) and (c) are same in Figure 4-21. 
Figure 4-22 shows the 3D displays of the cerebral vasculature of a patient (Data ID: 
1.5T_03) scanned under 1.5T Siemens scanner. Details of the imaging protocols of 
this patient data is seen in Section 3.2. In Figure 4-22, the centerline of the right 
internal carotid artery (ICA) is correctly extracted with the small vessel on the upper 
part of the siphon retained. There is no left internal carotid circulation present in the 
binary data. In Figure 4-22 (b), the centerlines of the middle cerebral arteries (MCA) 
are reconstructed as good as in Figure 4-22 (c). In Figure 4-22 (a), the centerline of the 
vertebral-basilar arterial circulation is well extracted even with the noise present in 
the binary data. These arteries are reconstructed as good as those in Figure 4-22 (c).  
4.4  Discussion 
Robustness to the cavities, bays and holes 
Since the cavities inside the binary data are filled before the extraction procedure, 







and have no topological meanings may introduce the unwanted branches sometimes. 
We use an adaptive threshold 2Δ  for filtering out this kind of noise when 
confirming a bifurcation. The short branches of thin vessels can be kept which is 
better than using a fixed pruning threshold. From the results in (Figure 4-21and Figure 
4-22), it seen that it is effective to filter out some noise such as in (4) in Figure 4-21 (b) 
and can successfully keep the short branches as (1) and (2) Figure 4-21 (b). No hole is 
visible in the 3D displays of the input binary data sets.  
Robustness to noise  
Mont Carlo experiments are performed to examine the probability of the topology 
change and how many noisy branches come up due to noise. The results in Figure 
4-14 and Figure 4-15 show that though the probability of topology change increase 
with the noise level, the change of average number of added noisy branches is not 
more than 1. This demonstrated the robustness of our bifurcation detection to noise.  
Robustness of bifurcation detection  
A bifurcation is detected when the front wave of a dilated sphere ( ) is 
dissected. Bifurcation is confirmed when the dissected sub-waves can propagate 
1, Δ+ii RC
2Δ  
steps more. determines the stability of the bifurcation detection. Larger makes 
the algorithm relatively more stable to noise. However, larger means the front 
wave is more far away from current center, the accuracy of the predicted vessel 









marching procedure stops too earlier before the bifurcation, even if inscribed sphere 
detection goes further towards real bifurcation. On the other hand,  should not be 
too small. Small  makes the algorithm sensitive to noise. Too many confirmation 




may make the dilated sphere ( 1, Δ+ii RC ) not fully intersect the vessel when the 
aspect ratio of a branch is relatively large. Thus, choosing proper  according to 
the vessel property is important for the stability of the extraction procedure.  
1Δ
Sensitivity to branching angle, curvature, tortuosity, and size change 
The extraction procedure is insensitive to the branching angle. The bifurcation 
detection is not affected by the branching angle (Figure 4-10, Figure 4-16, Figure 
4-18-Figure 4-22). This is because the inscribed sphere we used is isotropic. The 
extraction procedure is also insensitive to the curvature and tortuosity (Figure 4-8, 
Figure 4-16, Figure 4-18-Figure 4-22). This attributes to the frontwave which fully 
intersect the vessel all the time so that the predicted vessel direction can closely 
follow the vessel direction. Our experience shows that using the front wave of 
inscribed sphere to predict the vessel direction is much more stable than using the 
ridge direction in the distance transformation map. It is also more stable than using 
the local tangent determined by current detected center and the behind one, since the 
front wave collects the ahead information which is more trust worthy than the behind. 
The extraction procedure can follow rapid radius change closely. This is 







the application of vasculatures (Figure 4-16, Figure 4-18-Figure 4-22), the centerlines of 
many one-voxel width vessels are successfully extracted.  
Accuracy and repeatability 
The center and radius of the inscribed sphere are represented using floating numbers, 
thus the method can detect the centers closer to the center of vessel than the skeleton 
represented with connected voxels. With the same reason, the radius can be more 
accurately represented than previous methods based on the voxel distance. And the 
branch as thin as 1-voxel width can be extracted and represented. However, it is 
necessary to note that the inscribed sphere present the inner radius of local structure. 
It does not represent the exact object size in the Gray-scale image.  
Qualitative evaluation of accuracy on the designed delicate digital phantoms shows 
that the mean square error of bifurcation detection is 0.74 voxel. The detected center 
points is close to the centerline with the accuracy as 0.26±0.46 (μ±2σ) voxel. The 
radius detection has the accuracy as 0.09±0.42 (μ±2σ) voxel. These results are 
comparable to those reported by Pal´agyi et al. in [57] in which the double standard 
deviation of the measured diameters is about 0.15 voxels. It is worthy to note that the 
discretion error is included in our measurement errors since the detected results are 
with respect to the theoretical designed values. This discretion error is systemic as 
shown in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-11. 







the mean square error of bifurcation detection is 1.38 voxel which is within the range 
of Euclidean distance for two adjacent (26-connectedness) voxels [0.5, 1.732]. This 
indicates that the detected measurements fall in the adjacent (26-connectedness) 
voxels of the expected bifurcations. The maximum of 95% trust region of the center 
points is 0.41 voxel. It means that 95% of the center points from different 
measurements fall in the same voxels. The maximum of 95% trust region of the radii 
is 0.27 voxel. This indicates that our method can extract the radius with the 
repeatability better than 0.5 voxel width.  
Loop detection and representation 
Accurate labeling (Figure 4-12) during the extraction procedure enables us to detect 
the loops inside the binary data. The loop is detected when the marching procedure 
meets a labeled branch. The loop is closed at the end of joining nodes. In the 
vascular tree structure, the joining nodes are marked keeping the tree acyclic.  
4.5  Conclusion 
In this chapter, we adopt the marching spheres into the wave propagation method to 
extract the centerline model of 3D cerebral vasculature. The method also suits for 
other 2D/3D tree-like tubular structures such as human airways, peripheral vascular 
system, liver vessel system and retinal blood vessels. 
The results not only facilitate our projects such as vascular editor [165], vascular 







the other advanced procedures such as Fragi et al’s [4] and Yim et al’s [170]. Except 
for the quantitative analysis, the obtained centerline model may also be useful for 
registration tasks by providing concise centerline information for registration. 
Moreover, the centerline model could be used for analysis the malformation of 







Chapter 5  
Building an Elliptical Centerline Model of 
the Cerebral Vasculature Using 
Model-based Affine Gaussian Scale Space 
Approach 
5.1  Background 
In Chapter 4, a circular centerline model is generated. However, the accuracy of the 
model depends on the segmentation accuracy and is limited by the hard boundary of 
the binary data. To obtain a more accurate model, measurement will be made in 
vessel normal cross section planes in the original angiographic data with the 
guidance of previous centerline model. For more general purpose, the vessel cross 
section is assumed to be elliptical. This leads to the objective of the third step of our 







Accurate measurement draws the need that measurement should be made according 
to the scale of the object. The fundamentals of scale space theory and vessel 
measurement approaches under its framework have been reviewed in Chapter 2. The 
important properties of scale space approaches [49, 62, 63, 64] is that the center of 
vessel can be detected simultaneously with its scales (or size). The other advantages 
include dealing with the varying radii [21], and measuring with the sub-voxel 
accuracy [21]. However, linear scale space approaches facing problems when 
measuring non-circular shape, adjacent structures [48, 157] and when going over 
bifurcations [21]. Affine scale space approaches have been developed for more 
accurate description of shape and size of 2D objects [48, 66], reducing interference 
in finger print image [158], and for elliptical approximation of vessel cross section 
[159]. These approaches differ in the way of finding local shape descriptor defined 
as in Chapter 2. 
In this chapter, a new method is introduced to detect the local shape descriptor 0Σ  
which is faster than precious methods. The medialness defined by Pizer et al [62, 63] 
and Morse et al [64] is then extended into an affine Gaussian scale space defined 
with local shape descriptor ( 0Σ ). Thus the vessel cross sections could be better 







5.2  Building an Elliptical Model of the Cerebral 
Vasculature 
In this section, a representation of medialness function in affine scale space is 
extended from medialness in linear scale space defined by Pizer et al [62, 63] and 
Morse et al [64]. A new method is introduced to detect the local shape iteratively 
from the second derivative at vessel center. The elliptical measurement procedure is 
described and applied to vessel normal cross sections along the whole vasculature 
with a circular centerline model as initial information.  
5.2.1  Affine Medialness Function 
The affine scale-space in this chapter follows Florack’s concept [61] regarding 
nonlinear scale-space concepts as linear scale-space representations on transformed 
domains. The requirement of rotational invariance is relaxed while most of the other 
properties of linear scale spare are still kept. One important property of affine 
scale-space is that it is closed under a linear (and affine) transformation of spatial 
coordinates. The affine Gaussian representation is reviewed in Chapter 2. 
In this paper, the affine medialness function is defined as an extension from the 
medialness defined by Pizer and Mores (Equation 2.5) in Section 2.3.2. We introduce 
the transformed image ),( tXL Σ , which is the convolution of original image with 
affine Gaussian  (Equations 2.3-2.4), into the medialness (Equation 2.5) 

















⋅ΣΔ+∇−=Σ ∫ θπ                              (5.1)                 
































                     (5.2)                 
in which, P composed of eigenvectors of tΣ  represents major and minor direction 
of the local object shape; is called local shape descriptor representing the aspect 
ratio. 
0Σ
























TPX                                        (5.3) 
Here, ρ is the ratio of major axis scale σx (or minor axis scale (σy)) of elliptical 














xTPU                                         (5.4) 
U is the unit vector of U′. The medialness kernel ),( tXK Σ  is therefore of elliptical 









Figure 5-1 2D elliptical medialness kernel (a=8,b =4, ρ=1/4) from different views  
The value of ρ determines the cross section profile of the medialness kernel seen in 
Figure 5-2. When ρ is equal to 1, the boundary is blurred. When ρ=1/4, the intensities 
around the center has small weights and those around the boundary are emphasized. 
Since the center determined by medialness is defined through its relationship with 
the boundaries, we choose ρ=1/4 in this paper. Details of effects of ρ on the 
sensitivity and stability of medialness can be found in [64]. 
 








5.2.2  Shape Adaptation 
5.2.2.1 Adapt the Local Shape Descriptor 0Σ  to Vessel Cross Section 
Shape 
For a normal cross section of the vessel, since there is no information of the its shape 
in the beginning, it has to be assumed as circular (i.e. the local shape descriptor Σ0 is 
an Identity matrix I2). The second affine Gaussian derivative, Hessian matrix is then 
computed at the center of vessel at a given scale. We decompose the inverse of the 



























σ                   (5.5) 
In which,  is a scalar; 00 <h 2,1λ are eigenvalues of 1−H  ( 021 << λλ ) and P  is 












                                              (5.6)  
to be the local shape descriptor of affine Gaussian in the next step. With this local 
shape descriptor , Hessian is computed again. Repeat this procedure until the 
change of the ratio of the eigenvalues of H
0Σ
-1 is less than some finite small value ε. In 







The procedure can be described as:  
1. Given 20 I=Σ , σy=σ0. 
















),( tXL Σ H . 







1 , stop. Otherwise, go to 2.  
5.2.2.2 The Convergence of Shape Adaptation Procedure 
The convergence of the above procedure can be proven below. For the convenience 
of proofing, we use the cross section with elliptical Gaussian profile as an example 
without loosing the generality. Assuming original image is described as: 
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σσ    
(5.9) 
 The ratio of the eigenvalues of 1−H : 
( )( ) ( )( )
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converges or not, we can set as some 



















                                                     (5.11)      
During the iterative procedure, the ratio of eigenvalues of 1−H  is set as the ratio of 





, thus the iteration 














ψ                                       (5.12) 
The above iterative procedure is a fixed point problem i.e. a function is a point that is 
mapped to itself by the function. According to “Banach fixed point theorem” [164], 
the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point is guaranteed if there is 1)(tf <′ . 


















                                  (5.13) 
This is always true, since the initial values are  and . Thus the 
iterative procedure converges to a fixed point. It is also worthy to note that the 
convergence requirement does not include any parameters of the object to be 
detected, i.e. the convergence is independent of the object itself. 
12 >=ψσ y 1=t















 converges to its 
unique fixed point 2b
a 2 . Thus, in the stable status, the ratio of eigenvalues of 1−H at the 
center of image represents the shape of the object. Theoretically, the specific scale of 







2σ  if initial value of larger than 1. The same conclusion on 









can be considered as the set of Delta function convolved with Gaussian function. In 
this case, the iterative procedure still converges, but the stable status (fixed point) 
depends on the object shape and the intensity profile of the object (weights of Delta 
function). 
5.2.3  Measurement of Elliptical Cross Sections in 3D 
Vasculature  
For a vessel in the 3D Gray-scale image, its circular centerline model is provided as 
initial information. For a center point (Ci, Ri) along the centerline, the vessel 
direction is approximated as the unit vector of (Ci+1-Ci-1). An initial normal plane is 
defined as passing C
iP
i and perpendicular to the vessel direction. With the initial scale 
Ri, the center of the elliptical model is detected within in Pi based on the medialness 
function using bi-section search [49] as the one whose medialness value is an local 
maximum in . Then in the 3D Gray-scale image the second Gaussian derivative of 





















                                        (5.14)      
in which, 
0  ; 2321 <<< λλλλ  are eigenvalues of Hessian matrix; and [ ]iii wvu=Ω  are 







The normal plane is then adjusted to Pie as the plane passing Cie while perpendicular 
to the vessel direction . In the normal plane Piw i
e with ( ) as reference axis, the 
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][ ** ii vuP =                                                           (5.16) 
Finally, in normal plane , the major (a) and minor axis (b) of the elliptical cross 






yσ  is found with golden line search [49] as the one which makes 
the medialness reach its maximum. The directions of the major and minor axis of the 
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In this way, the elliptical model of a branch is built with each cross section 
approximated with an directional ellipse representation ( , a, b, , ). Going 
along the tree structure, repeat the above procedure until the elliptical models for all 









Reducing the interference from adjacent vessels 
When doing measurements, the convolution is involved. Thus the interfering from 
adjacent vessels is encountered. To avoid it, the label of each voxel is used to 
recognize the other vessels. If a voxel is labeled with a different branch number from 
current vessel, its intensity value in angiographic data is not included in the 
convolution. For the voxels are not labeled, their intensity value usually are lower. 
Though they are involved in the convolution of some vessels, the effect is small. 
Therefore, 3D labeled data generated from the centerline extraction procedure in 
Chapter 4 helps to reduce the interference from adjacent vessels.  
5.2.4  Geometric Modelling based on the elliptical 
centerline model  
Geometric modelling of the human cerebral vasculature based on the circular 
centerline model has been developed in Biomedical Imaging Lab (BIL) [38]. Two 
different structures, tubular segment and bifurcation, are used for vascular modelling. 
Since the bifurcation region is labeled with the method in Chapter 4, the tubular 
segment of a branch is defined as the part whose center points do not fall in the 
bifurcation region. For the short vessels whose points all fall in the bifurcation 
regions, the tubular segment is defined as the part between its two middle cross 
sections. In modelling, bifurcation is defined as the region connecting the last cross 







parts of the child branches. The bifurcation is too complicated to be simplified as 3 
crossed tubes, thus B-subdivision is used to approximate it and to build more 
anatomically correct shape. The modelling method based on the elliptical centerline 
model is being developed based on the above method in the lab. 
5.3  Results and Discussion 
5.3.1  Experiments on the 2D Synthetic Images 
For understanding the performance of the method on different kinds of profile, 2D 
elliptical cross sections with elliptical Gaussian profile, bar-like profile and bar-like 
convolved profile [47] are tested. According to [47], the vessel intensity profile 
could be simulated as bar-convolved profile. Thus bar-convolved profile is of the 
most interest in our experiments. Effects of initial center (x0,y0) and initial scale σ0, 
are tested in these kinds of cross sections. The second thing we concern is whether 
the shape can be correctly estimated if there is small disturbance on the center point. 
The third thing to be explored is the performance of the method under noise. Finally, 
the measurements based on linear Gaussian scale space are compared with those 
based on affine Gaussian scale space method. In this chapter, the error of the center 
is represented with the Euclidean distance ( )()( 00 yyxxd −+−= 2222 in 2D and 
2 2 2 2 2 2
0 )0 0( ) ( ) (d x x y y z z= − + − + − in 3D).  The error of local shape descriptor can 
be described with the error of its aspect ratio (σ
0Σ
x/σy) and the angle between the major 







rotation angle is smaller than 0.01°, we only counts the error of the detected aspect 
ratio (σx/σy) relative to the aspect ratio of the image (a/b). For the size measurement, 
we use the measured minor axis (b′) error with respect to the minor axis of the image 
(b) to evaluate accuracy. 
I. Effects of the initial values 
 
Figure 5-3 There kinds of intensity profiles of the cross sections under test without noise. (a). 
Elliptical Gaussian profile . (c). Bar-like profile (b). Bar-convolved profile. 
Figure 5-3 shows the three kinds of intensity profiles under test. Monte Carlo 
experiments are used to investigate the effects of the initial centers for these images. 
The results shows that with the 200 initial centers randomly selected from the image 
the mean the detected center, shape and size do not change. Therefore the method is 
not sensitive to the initial center. For the effect of initial scale (σ0), it is observed that 
the mean of the errors of center is less than 10-4 with the initial scales in the range of 
[0.5b~2.2b] (b is the minor axis of the image). However, in Figure 5-4-Figure 5-6, it is 
seen that the initial scale affects the shape detection (σx/σy), thus the size 







error of the detected aspect ratio (σx/σy) is less than 1.1% and the maximum error of 
the size (b′) is also less than 1.5%. In Figure 5-5, for the Bar-Convolved profile in 
Figure 5-3(b), the maximum error of the aspect ratio (σx/σy) is less than 1.25% and the 
maximum error of the size (b′) is also less than 2.7%. In Figure 5-6, for the bar-like 
profile in Figure 5-3 (c), the maximum error of the aspect ratio (σx/σy) is less than 
1.25% and the maximum error of the size (b′) is also less than 0.6%. But when 






 converges to its unique fixed point 2b
a 2 regardless the initial scale 
(σy=σ0). One possible explanation of the effects of initial scale on the fixed point is 
that the numerical computation of the integral during the iterative procedure 
introduces the errors. It is worth nothing that the size measurement is closely related 
with the shape, thus when initial scale affects the shape it affects the size also. But 
for a fixed shape descriptor , size detection is not sensitive to the initial scale since 
the scale is searched in a region around the initial scale.  
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Figure 5-5 Detection error of size and aspect ratio for the 2D elliptical cross section with 
Bar-convolved profile 















Figure 5-6 Detection error of size and aspect ratio for the 2D elliptical cross section with 
Bar-like profile 
II. Effects of the center disturbance on shape detection 
Figure 5-7 shows the percentage of aspect ratio (σx/σy) detection error with respect to 
the image aspect ratio (a/b) when the detected point deviated from the image center 
with some range. In Figure 5-7, it is seen that when center disturbance is within the 







For center disturbance within the range of (Δy/b)2+(Δx/a)2≤0.22, the error of the 
aspect ratio is less than 2%. Figure 5-8 shows the angle between the detected major 
axis and the major axis of the original image. In this experiment, the maximum error 
angle is 4.833° for the center disturbance within the range of (Δy/b)2+(Δx/a)2≤0.42. 
The maximum error angle is 0.5201° for center disturbance within 
(Δy/b)2+(Δx/a)2≤0.22. Though we prove the iterative method at the center of image, 
it can also predict the shape more than 98% accuracy if (Δy/b)2+(Δx/a)2≤0.22. 






























Figure 5-7  Error of the aspect ratio ((σx/σy)-(a/b)) /(a/b) with respect to the original image 
when detecting point deviating from the center point (x,y)=(x0,y0)+(Δx+Δy). The image has 
an elliptical shape (a,b) with bar-convolved profile without noise. a=8,b=4. The convolved 
elliptical Gaussian has scales (2,1). The initial scale is σ0=4.The circle indicates the shape 


































Figure 5-8 The rotation angle (°) of the detected ellipse with respect to the original elliptical 
image when the detecting point deviating from the center of image (x,y)=(x0,y0)+(Δx+Δy). 
The image has an elliptical shape (a,b) with bar-convolved profile without noise. a=8,b=4. 
The convolved elliptical Gaussian has scales (2,1). The initial scale is σ0=4. The circle 
indicates the shape detection point. 
III. Performance under noise 
According to [21], the Gaussian noise with the standard deviation σn =0.1 
(maximum intensity is 1) represents the noise in MR data. Since our application is 
on MRA data, thus we test the performance of the method by adding a Gaussian 
noise with standard deviation σn =0.1 to the images with bar-convolved intensity 
profile. The image has elliptical shape with the aspect ratio 1.414. Minor axis size of 
the image varies in the range of [1 9]. For each minor axis size (b), 20 images with 
noise are generated and tested. The mean and standard deviations of size 
measurement for each image are listed in Table 5-1. From this table it is seen that for 
the images with minor axis as 1 pixel, the center detection has no obvious errors. For 







and standard deviation 0.1300 pixel. For the images with minor axis larger than 1 
pixel, both the center and minor axis has mean error smaller than 0.1 pixel and 
standard deviation less than 0.1 pixel. The largest error of center observed is 0.4107 
pixel. The largest error of the minor axis size observed is 0.3598 pixel. From this 
table, it is shown that our method can detect the center, shape and size of elliptical 
shape image with accuracy as good as 0.1 voxel. 
Center  
error (d) (pixels) 
Percentage of aspect 
ratio (σx/σy) error (%)  
Minor axis (σy) 
 error (pixels) 
Minor 
axis 
(b) mean std mean std mean std 
1 <10-4 <10-4 0.76 15.09 0.2135 0.1300 
2 0.0845 0.0662 -3.97 3.86 0.0679 0.0635 
3 0.0605 0.0405 -3.62 4.57 0.0540 0.0604 
4 0.0404 0.0630 -2.83 2.09 0.0560 0.0538 
5 0.0819 0.0691 -3.88 2.02 0.0632 0.0570 
6 0.0646 0.0697 -3.26 4.46 0.0557 0.0638 
7 0.0925 0.0637 -2.74 1.93 0.0594 0.0418 
8 0.0603 0.0532 -2.56 4.22 0.0513 0.0581 
9 0.0477 0.0549 -2.61 4.63 0.0698 0.0415 
Table 5-1 Mean and standard deviation of the results for 20 tests of an image under Gaussian 
noise σn =0.1. The image has elliptical shape with the aspect ratio 1.414 and bar-convolved 
profile.  
IV. Comparison of shape and size measurements based on linear and affine 



























Figure 5-9 Aspect ratio of elliptical cross section detected at different initial scales with linear 
and affine Gaussian derivative. Minor axis is b=4. Major axis changes a=b, 1.414b, 1.732b, 
2b.  
Figure 5-9 shows the difference of the aspect ratio of the elliptical shape image 
measured with linear Gaussian second derivative and our iterative procedure based 
on affine Gaussian. In Figure 5-9, it is seen that the aspect ratio measured by our 
method is much closer to the image aspect ratio than those measured with linear 
Gaussian derivative. The aspect ratio measured by our iterative method is less 
affected by initial scale than those by the linear Gaussian. When the initial scale 
changes, the maximal error of the aspect ratio measured by our method is 4.55%. 
Whereas, the aspect ratio measured by the linear Gaussian is sensitive to initial scale 
with the error up to 41.67%. Results in this figures shows the superiority of our 








Figure 5-10 Size measured using medialness based on linear and affine Gaussian. a, b are 
major and minor axis of elliptical image with bar-like profile. r is size measured using linear 
medialness. σy is the minor axis measured using affine medialness function. Minor axis of 
image is b=4. Major axis of images changes a=b, 1.414b, 1.732b, 2b. 
 
Figure 5-11 An example of elliptical measurement and circular measurement. “1” is the ellipse 
measured by our affine medialness and ‘’2” is the circle measured with linear medialness. 
Figure 5-10 shows the sizes of elliptical image with different aspect ratios measured 
with linear and affine medialness. Figure 5-11 shows an example of approximation of 
a 2D elliptical image with a circle and an ellipse.Figure 5-10, it is seen that the minor 
axis measured using affine medialness is closer to the original size than using linear 
medialness. The radius measured with linear medialness changes with the image 
aspect ratio (minor axis fixed). Thus if both size and shape vary in a large range in 







consideration of its shape.  
5.3.2  Applications on 3D MRA Data 
The proposed method has been used to measure the vessel cross sections in 1 set of 
phantom MRI data, 17 sets of patient 3D TOF MRA data. Noted here, the volunteer 
data can not be used in this chapter, since the inhomogeneity of vessel intensity 
among slices is serious. To show the difference between the elliptical model and the 
circular model, the statistics of the aspect ratios, the difference between the centers 
of these two models, and the difference of minor axis in the elliptical model and 
radius in the circular model are presented.  
.  
Figure 5-12 Aspect ratio distribution of the vessel cross sections in a patient data (Data ID: 
1T_2) 
About the aspect ratio 
Figure 5-12 is the aspect ratio distribution of the 2779 vessel cross sections in the 
elliptical model of a patient data (Data ID: 1T_2). The mean of the aspect ratio is 







the aspect ratios fall in the region of [1.2, 1.4]. There are 15% of the cross sections 
with the aspect ratio larger than 1.4. It is observed in our applications that the cross 
sections with the aspect ratio less than 1.4 usually are in tubular part of vessels in 
between two bifurcations. The cross sections with aspect ratio larger than 1.4 are 
near or in the bifurcations. This corresponds to the fact that near or in the bifurcation 
vessel cross sections are no more circular shape. From Figure 5-12, it is estimated that 
the size can be over estimated about [0 30%] for the cross section with aspect ratio in 
the range of [1 1.4]. The aspect ratio distribution in Figure 5-12 and the error indicated 
in Figure 5-12 show that applying elliptical measurement can give a more accurate 
description of vessel cross section. 
At bifurcations, problem will arise in these highly anisotropic regions where Hessian 
becomes nearly singular and shape adaptation may leads to very large smoothing of 
local shape descriptor in some direction. One example is as in Figure 4-12 in 
Chapter 4 where the branching angle is large (about 180°). To avoid this situation, in 
our application, the aspect ratio of the ellipse is constrained within 2. The method 
used is from [
0Σ
158]. This case usually happens at the bifurcation. Since bifurcation 
modelling does not rely on the cross section information within it, thus it actually 
does not affect the modelling of bifurcation. 








Figure 5-13 shows the vessel radii distribution in the circular model of a patient data. 
Figure 5-14 shows the minor axis distribution in the elliptical model of the same 
patient data. Figure 5-15 shows the difference between the radii and minor axis sizes 
of these two models. In Figure 5-14 , the vessel cross sections with minor axis around 
2 voxels are down estimated in the circular model. Thus in Figure 5-13, vessel cross 
section radii between 1 voxels and 2 voxels become dominated. In Figure 5-14, the 
vessel cross sections with minor axis between 4 and 5 voxels are also down 
estimated in the circular model. Therefore, in Figure 5-13, it is observed that vessel 
cross section radii around 3.2 voxels become dominated. This observation agrees 
with the analysis of the distribution of the difference between minor axis size and 
radii in Figure 5-15. 15.67% of the difference falls in the range of [-2, 0]; 81.20% of 
the difference are in the range of [0, 1.732]; and 3.13% of the difference falls in the 
range of [1.732, 2]. Obviously, the difference in the range of [0, 1.732] are dominate. 
The difference in this region has a Gaussian distribution centered about 0.866. This 
indicates that these differences are mainly discretion error introduced by 
thresholding from the Gray-scale image to binary data. For the other two regions, the 
segmentation error dominates instead of discretion error. The differences less than 0 
means that minor axis sizes of 15.67% of cross sections are less than their radii in 
the circular model. These cross sections are over-segmented in the binary data. There 
are 3.13% cross sections with minor axis larger than 1.732 voxels. It indicates that 
these cross sections are down segmented in the binary data. The above analysis also 







results in Section 3.4.2 that our segmentation can have the accuracy as 78.46%.  
 
Figure 5-13 Vessel radii distribution in the circular model of a patient data (Data ID: 1T_2) 
 








Figure 5-15 Radius and minor axis size difference distribution in patient data (Data ID: 1T_2) 
 
Figure 5-16 Center points difference distribution between the circular and elliptical models of 
a patient data (Data ID: 1T_2) 
Figure 5-13 shows the center point difference distribution between the circular model 
and elliptical model of a patient data. In Figure 5-13, there are 89.41% center points 
have difference less than 1 voxel. 10.59% center points have difference larger than 1 
voxels. The maximum difference is 1.92 voxel. For the difference less than 1 voxel, 
it means that the center shift from circular model to elliptical model is still in the 







error and discretion error. For the difference larger than 1 voxel, the segmentation 
error dominates.  
5.4  Conclusion 
In this chapter, our elliptical measurement based on affine Gaussian scale space 
approach is introduced which takes the circular centerline mode generated in Chapter 
4 as initial information. The measurements based on affine scale space representation 
can provide a closer description of image than those based on linear Gaussian scale 
space. The affine medialness measurement described in this Chapter deals with the 
noise in the angiographic data and partial volume effect. The experiment results 
show this approach can represent the vessels with higher accuracy than circular 
models extracted from the binary data. Though currently used in cerebral arteries, 
this elliptical measurement procedure is also applicable to other tubular structures 







Chapter 6                  
Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1  Conclusion 
In this dissertation, we have examined the field of angiographic image processing 
techniques to generate centerline model of cerebral vasculature for efficient 
visualization in medical applications. A hybrid strategy is developed which 
integrated with both skeletonization and scale space strategies. We have 
demonstrated this by offering a description of how one could efficiently implement 
skeletonization and scale space strategies in this hybrid strategy, and also by 
providing a comparison between our hybrid strategy and competing strategies.  
In our research to find a skeletonization procedure to robustly generate a more 
complete circular centerline model, a locally adaptive thresholding segmentation 
method and a circular centerline extraction method by means of wave propagation of 







Compared to the other segmentation methods, our locally adaptive thresholding 
method offers many important features. It considers inhomogeuity among different 
vessels. Local enhancement is used to adaptively stretch the dynamic range of local 
intensities enabling better discrimination of each vessel boundary. The Full Width 
Half Maximum (FWHM) boundary criteria for time of flight (TOF) imaging 
protocol are considered. Thus, the proposed thresholding could offer the superiority 
in accuracy and extraction of finer distal vessels. 
Our circular centerline model extraction method generates a circular centerline 
model of the cerebral vasculature from the binary data by means of wave 
propagation of the marching spheres. The proposed method can extract the 1-voxel 
width branches. It also deals with the cavities, bays and holes inside the binary data.  
Our method, wave propagation of the marching sphere, offers the robust bifurcation 
detection. This method is insensitive to the branching angle, curvature, and tortuosity 
and keeps the procedure working robustly. Accurate labeling during the extraction 
procedure enables us to detect the loops in the vasculature data. Thus, it could 
extract a better tree structure than the previous skeletonization methods and generate 
more accurate labeling of branches than previous wave propagation methods. It also 
produces a centerline which is closer to the center of the objects than a skeleton 
composed of connected voxels. 
Our research on scale space measurements resulted in a method which generates an 







Gaussian scale space approach. A new format of medialness based on affine 
Gaussian scale space is extended from the medialness based on linear Gaussian scale 
space. Local shape is efficiently detected by iteratively computing it from the second 
derivative at the center of the vessel cross section. Thus, the size of the vessel can be 
more accurately measured according to its shape than using the linear medialness. 
The convergence of the iterative procedure is proved in this dissertation. 
Compared with other competing strategies, our hybrid strategy with the techniques 
like locally adaptive thresholding, centerline extraction method by means of wave 
propagation of the marching spheres, and elliptical measurement based on affine 
Gaussian scale space approach shows the strategy’s promising capability of robustly 
going over bifurcation and automatically generating an elliptical centerline model as 
a more general and accurate description of vessels. 
6.2  Future Work 
The following topics, arising out of this dissertation, seem worthy of further 
research.  
In the future, the anatomical knowledge of cerebral vasculature can be used to speed 
up the segmentation procedure. The segmentation algorithm can be extended to 3D if 
the vessel intensity among slices is homogeneous. This will improve the continuity 







connection and 3D directional tracking could also be used to increase the continuity 
of small vessels.   
The circular centerline extraction procedure in Chapter 4 also can be applied on 
other 2D/3D tree-like tubular structures such as human airways, peripheral vascular 
system, liver vessel system, and retinal blood vessels. 
The efficient shape adaptation method can be explored in the other applications such 
as finger print images and 2D blob structures. The local shape descriptor in these 
images can be detected at ROI for directional anisotropic smoothing and accurate 
measurement of local optimal scales. The affine medialness measurement can be 
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A. Evaluation of the segmentation result  
 
 True positive rate False positive rate 
 W-N Local adaptive W-N Local adaptive 
Av 73.56% 74.92% 3.72% 11.44% 
Std 9.11% 5.71% 3.28% 7.29% 
Table A-1 True positive rate and false positive rate of the segmented data evaluated based 
on the ground truth edited by an anatomist. 
 
 True positive rate False positive rate 
 W-N Local adaptive W-N Local adaptive 
Av 70.10% 84.55% 12.81% 18.45% 
Std 7.16% 9.37% 2.56% 9.56% 
Table A-2 True positive rate and false positive rate of the segmented branchings evaluated 







B. Reconstructed 3D cerebral vascular models  
 
Figure B-1 3D cerebral vascular models reconstructed from 1T (raw 1 and 2) and1.5T (raw 3 
and 4) MRA data. Column 1 is MIP images of original data; column 2 is reconstructed from 
ground truth edited by an anatomist; column 3 is reconstructed from our segmented data; 







C. Measured elliptical vessel cross section 
 
Figure C-1. The circular cross section (green) after centerline extraction procedure and the 
elliptical cross section (red) after elliptical measurement 
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